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RA Meeting
Heated With
Budget Issues,
Gift Problems
By DAVID WELIVER
Assistant News Editor
In its final meeting of the academic year, the representa¬
tive assembly held an unscheduled session to discuss a num¬
ber of recent issues, the most pressing of which revolved
around the budget committee’s decision not to allocate funds
to the Women of Color after the organization found itself in
$4,700 of debt and submitted a late and “unacceptable” bud¬
get.
Responding to the “fuzzy” guidelines the budget commit¬
tee used to withhold funds from the WOC, RA President Jay
Surdukowski cosponsored a bill with WOC President Alake
Pilgrim and four others asking for $1,105 to be allocated to
the WOC”s budget “strictly for the purposes of minimum
operation in fiscal year 2001-2002, not for the retirement of
debt.” After heated debate, the bill passed 24-17 with four
abstentions.
A related bill submitted by RA Treasurer and Budget Com¬
mittee Chair Melissa Wilcox also passed, allowing the many
clubs currently in debt to use their 2001-2002 budget alloca¬
tion to pay old debts in the upcoming school year only.
The controversy over the WOC’s budget arose after the
organization learned of its debt on the day budgets were due
to be submitted. Granted an extension, WOC still did not
Continued on Page 8

Baseball and Spring take on new definitions in Maine, especially when snow still
covers the ground in April. Here, the baseball team has an unconventional workout in an
effort to prepare their diamond for the season.
Photo: Erin MullinlThe Bates Student

Student Input Paints a Portrait Eilhardt Awarded
Fulbright Grant
of Next President’s Qualities
Senior will travel to Norway
By JASON HIRSCHHORN
Assistant News Editor
Over twenty-five students gathered on Thursday, April 3
with members of the Presidential Search Committee to offer
suggestions on the qualities and characteristics that they
would like to see in the next President of Bates College should
possess.
Students were not in total agreement on all issues, and
the college’s endowment and the priority an incoming Presi¬
dent should place on increasing the endowment became a
major point of contention.
Karen Harris, a trustee and co-chair of the Presidential
Search Committee, Shelly Weiss Storbeck an, educational
consultant, Adam Garcia, a dean of admission and the ex¬
ecutive administrative assistant for the search committee,
and Mike Bosse, the incoming President of the Alumni Asso¬
ciation, were all on hand to recieve student inputs and an¬
swer questions about the process. First-years Graham Veysey
and Tahsin Alam, the two student representatives on the com¬
mittee were also present.
Harris, one of the 16 people on the search committee,
thanked students for coming and introduced Storbeck, the
managing director of educational practice at A.T. Kerney, an
international search and consulting firm. Harris praised
Storeback as being, “instrumental in the search for the new
Dean of Faculty, now Jill Reich.” Both Colby and Bowdoin
used Storbeck in the searches for their respective Presidents.
Harris said, “In this part of the process, we are trying to get
input...and hear what characteristics, what strengths you
as students are looking for in a candidate.”
Storbeck’s questions for students to consider ranged from
where and how they would like to see Bates as they, “drift off
into alumni”, to the race and gender of a candidate.
In comments from those students present, the college’s
endowment came up early and often, as did the college’s re¬
lationship with the surrounding community. “The relation¬
ship between Bates and the town is very important, although

Inside The Student This Week:
What is Dump and Run? News, Page 9

we are moving the right direction, a lot still needs to be done,”
said Josef Kijewski. “I [want to be able] to go in to some
store in town and not feel uncomfortable because my Bates
ID is sticking out of my wallet,” said Kijewski. Erin Russ
felt, “building a strong relationship with the community is
important but communication between students and faculty
on campus is also really important.”
Nikolai Jensen felt that increasing the college’s endow¬
ment should be top priority of the incoming President. “The
endowment trickles into everything else.. .we can do more if
our endowment grows, also we need to increase the endow¬
ment so we can move up in the rankings.”
Trustee Karen Harris noted, “Part of any president’s job
is to bring in money and that will be one of the roles of the
new president.” Dan Barsky pointed out, “We don’t want to
increase the endowment by breeding alumni who will give
back big to the college at the expense of creating students
who aren’t so concerned with making money and who help
the greater good. Some people don’t care about how much
money they make and as a result don’t have as much money
to give back.” Jensen said, “People have different perspec¬
tives on what they want Bates to be. If we want to compete
for students, professors and reputation with Amherst, Will¬
iams and Bowdoin, then we need to increase the endowment.”
Josh Harris felt that, “too much emphasis [is] placed on com¬
paring Bates and other NESCAC schools.”
Some students felt that a larger endowment didn’t bring
about the diversity that so many wanted. Josh Harris said,
“Our next president should be committed to recruiting stu¬
dents from different background.” Admissions Officer Adam
Garcia said of the Bates admissions process, “We recruit stu¬
dents.... We don’t admit students based on a quota system,
we admit students on the basis of trying to fill the best pos¬
sible class. For years Bates was a regional institution - only
in the last ten years or so has Bates become a nationally
recognized institution.” Boo Markus pointed out that the,

Kurt Eilhardt, a senior classical and medieval studies
major at Bates College, was recently awarded a Fulbright
scholarship to study medieval Nordic culture and the intro¬
duction of Christianity to Norway at the University of Oslo
in 2002.
Eilhardt is thrilled at the opportunity though less thrilled
that his time at Bates running short. “I’m annoyed, actually,
that I have to graduate,” Eilhardt said. “I love learning about
new things that I haven’t been exposed to yet, and I really
think that’s what happened for me at Bates.”
Like many Bates alumni, his graduation won’t mark the
end of his connections with Bates; his sister, Britt, has been
accepted to the next year’s incoming class of 2005, Bates’
sesquicentennial class.
A native of East Brunswick, N.J., Eilhardt often visited
Maine as a child with his family. He chose Bates over other
regional schools, he says, because he liked the people and
felt it was a place he could be himself. Eilhardt spent his
junior year at Oxford in Bates’ junior-year abroad program.
Eilhardt thought he’d study german and political science
before he came to Bates, but it took a while before he settled
on his major. He’s been impressed with the level of passion
his professors have had for their work, particularly with
Margaret Imber, assistant professor of classical and medi¬
eval studies, and his senior honors thesis adviser, Michael
Jones, professor of history.
Eilhardt’s just completed thesis was a never-before trans¬
lated Latin text written by an eighthcentury monk called the
Venerable Bede, a theologian, philosopher, historian and sci¬
entist who lived in northern England.
Eilhardt’s Fulbright path will follow Bates Assistant
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Letters to the Editor
Walenga Letter Failed to Seperate
Surdukowski’s Two Roles

Allegations of Impropriety Totally
Improper

To the editor:

On Monday night, the Representative Assembly executive board
made a mistake. They took an email that was submitted accusing
the senior gift committee of improprieties and made it a topic of
discussion. They said the allegations could not be ignored. We at
The Student disagree.
The senior gift committee is charged with determining the senior
class gift, a syifibolic and actual gesture of giving back to Bates made
each year by the graduating class. In eight of the past ten years, the
gift has been decided on unilaterally by the senior class executive
board without discussion. This year, the gift committee decided to
allow the senior class to vote in an election to decide the substance
of the gift.
An email was sent to the RA board accusing the gift committee of
“rigging” the results of the election. Allegations were made, but evi¬
dence was not offered to support them. Furthermore, the author of
these allegations refused to confront the committee with any legis¬
lation, and even chose to remain anonymous.
One must question why the gift committee would rig the results of
an election that they were not required to hold. Further, the com¬
mittee was in fact encouraged to simply select the gift themselves.
In choosing to hold an election when they were not required to do
so, when in point of fact they were encouraged to do otherwise, the
committee displayed a commitment to a process of fair input from
the senior class. The gift committee went above and beyond what
they were required to do in order to solicit that fair input. It would
be a strange situation indeed if the committee had gone to those
lengths only to ensure an outcome they could have easily ensured
with little effort.
The executive board of the RA acted hastily in bringing a libelous
email before the assembly for debate. No investigation was conducted
to determine the validity of the serious allegations that were made.
Instead, the RA executive board chose to question the ethics of the
gift committee. This act insulted the hard work, effort, and consid¬
eration that the committee put into a process that they could have
just as easily bypassed.
The senior gift will be a scholarship made available to students
from the Lewiston/Auburn area. This choice won out over the second-leading vote getter—money for improved cardiovascular equip¬
ment. If the gift committee acted unethically, we at The Student
welcome other unethical actions of this sort on our campus.

I am speaking in the defense of Jay Surdukowski, as criticized by Andrew Walenga in
the March 27 issue of the Bates Student. I feel that Walenga does not sufficiently separate
Surdukowski the president from Surdukowski’s position as critic-at-large. Surdukowski is a
tolerant and compassionate individual, who has extensive experience with the arts at Bates
and is a most compelling, driven, prolific, and creative individual not bound by personal
vendettas or grudges towards any members of the campus community. Writing unfavorably
of an actor’s performance in a production is not a personal attack on the individual or a sign
of a lack of professionalism.
-R.E. Mansfield

Weight Loss Article Must be Sensitive To Eating
Disorder Problem on the Bates Campus
To the Editor,
In the wake of Eating Disorders Awareness Week, the irony of finding the Student’s page
17 article “How to Eliminate Those Oh So Famous’ Lovehandles,” dutifully laying out a plan
for all of us to ditch our lovehandles”, was astounding. The author, Anya Belanger, must be
aware of the eating disorder problems on this campus. This problem stares us in the face
everywhere we go. Emaciated women plaster the media with their sunken eyes and protrud¬
ing cheekbones. But it’s not just in the media, it stares us in the face every time we enter
commons. Watch the salad bowls full of iceberg lettuce and the cereal bowls full of All-Bran
running around next time you’re in commons.
Perhaps the point of this article was not to conjure up those sickening (yet still idealized)
images of thin and flawless women, but to make Bates students more aware of how to go
about getting skinny. If this was the point of the article, then the information should not have
been conveyed in The Bates Student. Pick up any copy of Cosmo or Mademoiselle and
you’ll find the same cliches, concepts, and assumptions regarding getting rid of lovehandles
as those presented in the article. The overall point of Belanger’s article is obscured by the
nature of the article’s content. It is unclear what kind of authority Belanger has in laying out
our dieting and training plans, and it is unclear as to whether she is bestowing this “knowl¬
edge” on us so that we can be healthy and happy or so that we can look like those supermodels
in the media. If the point was to teach us to lead healthy and happy lives, then she missed
the part about how happiness includes more than just what your body looks like. If the point
is that a healthy lifestyle of good nutrition and enough exercise will help you lead a longer
life without certain health problems such as high cholesterol and heart disease, it seems she
missed that one too.
If your body is hungry, feed it. If you feel like running (enter Forest Gump), run! If you
feel like having a piece of that yummy commons cake, then by all means, have it! Besides, if
we don’t have our lovehandles, then what are our lovers to hold onto???
*If you feel you need consultation regarding your eating and exercise habits, there is a dieti¬
tian on hand at the Health Center (786-6199) who will meet with you to assess your personal
needs. If a change in lifestyle is what you’re looking for, it’s important to consult a profes¬
sional to decide what is best for you.
-Caroline Damon
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RA Budget Manipulation Sets
Disturbing Precedent
because other clubs who feel similarly
wronged remain unassisted. Moreover, no
By JAMES PEYSTER
changes in the rules are made by this bill. For
Forum Editor
all intents and purposes, RA-01-27 one-timeonly revision to the Budget Allocations Bill
The passage of RA-01-27 by the Represen¬ (RA-01-20) done simply to help a club whose
tative Assembly on Monday night was a seri¬ cause seems particularly popular.
ous mistake with consequences that the RA
There are further concerns that this bill
simply chose to ignore.
raises beyond the excusing of lax budget man¬
RA-01-27 was written in response to con¬ agement. The passage of this bill also presents
cern that the Women of Color (WOC), a stu¬ crucial questions about the fairness of the RA
dent-run organization, received $0 of funding that were never discussed. Surely, reasonable
from the Budget Committee for the upcoming people could disagree as to whether or not its
year after requesting nearly $6000. On the right and just for the RA to do create a hier¬
surface, this denial of funding seems outra¬ archy of clubs where some garner rights that
geous but on closer examination, it makes o'thers do not, but a debate premised on hon¬
perfect sense.
est terms was necessary and these crucial
The current precedent for the budget com¬ questions should not have been clouded over
mittee after receiving a request is to issue pen- as they were during the Monday night meet¬
alties, then deduct
ing. Simply put, WOC
any debt still on the
received benefits
that a different sort
books, and then to
Allowing a predisposed group of club in the exact
determine from the
remainder how much
to conjure up what they same set of circum¬
stances would not
of the request should
deemed a “bare-bones figure" have. This issue was
be honored. In the
case of WOC, their
seems inherently problematic. barely touched on.
budget request was
Furthermore,
possibly the most ba¬
filed late, resulting in
a 25% penalty. This penalty was issued to ev¬ sic concern regarding this bill was never given
ery other club who failed to turn in their bud¬ more than passing consideration. Through the
gets on time. After the deduction, the WOC passage of RA-01-27, WOC was awarded
request had been effectively reduced to $4236. $1105 deemed to be the bare minimum oper¬
It was then brought to the attention of the ating cost for the club. Yet, the source of this
Committee that the club had run up nearly number was never questioned. In truth, the
$4700 of debt in past years which had never figure was determined by a group of people
been paid off. Following the procedure that who either are members of the club or had
has been used for years, the Budget Commit¬ already started work to support that club’s
tee subtracted that debt from the remaining cause, not the unbiased eye of the RA Budget
request. The result of this was actually a nega¬ Committee or some similar body. Allowing a
tive figure meaning that the WOC could re¬ predisposed group to conjure up what they
ceive no funding from the RA Budget Com¬ deemed a “bare-bones figure” seems inher¬
mittee for the coming year.
ently problematic. If the Budget Committee
However, all was not lost for the WOC. Any had reconvened and come up with this figure,
club who feels as though they have been then we could have just focus on the fairness
wronged by the budget allocation process is issue discussed above. But despite efforts to
encouraged to file a grievance with the Griev¬ call the $1105 figure into question, the authors
ance Mediator, a special RA position designed of the bill escaped the questioning session
to hear these complaints. A host of clubs chose without demonstrating either how they ar¬
to do this and many of them received additional rived at their figure or how they defined “mini¬
funds. The Bates Cycling Team also received mum operating costs”.
$0 from the Budget Committee, however, after
The precedent set by RA-01-27 is ex¬
filing a grievance, they were awarded more tremely nebulous. Crucial ideological issues
than 25% of their request. Surprisingly, the were addressed and authors of the bill know¬
WOC failed to file a grievance at all.
ingly took controversial stances on these is¬
This unexplained omission leads me to sues. Unfortunately, many people who even¬
conclude that either they did not care enough tually voted in favor of the bill were totally
to file the grievance or that they simply were unaware that their advocacy of it implied their
irresponsible in failing to do so. Whichever support for those positions. Furthermore, the
the case, I find it difficult to detect some sort authors of RA-01-27 made no effort to face
of injustice in the process with regard to how these complex issues head-on. Instead, they
played on the sympathies of the membership
WOC was treated vis-a-vis any other club.
An alternative claim could be made is that and used rhetoric and theatrics to murk the
the entire budget allocation process or cer¬ waters of discourse. The ripple effect of this
tain parts of the Budget Guidelines are flawed. bill will undoubtedly be a defining issue come
But this claim is not addressed by RA-01-27 budget allocation time next spring.
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A Response To The Group-Work Debate
worthwhile contribution to the process of group
work. Perhaps the student who so abhors
I write to take issue with Whitman L. Holt’s group work because of the potential threat to
March 27 Opinion Column, “Problems Sur¬ his/her G.P.A. Would benefit from learning that
rounding the Pedagogical Use of ‘Group- there is value in education beyond the assig¬
Work.’” Rather than construct a blow-by blow nation of numbers and letters; again, I would
disagreement with each of the points dis¬ hope that there are at least some among us
cussed by Holt, I would like to articulate my who do not consider teaching others a ‘waste
distaste for his argument by addressing the of time,’ who can recognize the value and learn¬
fundamental assumption on which it appears ing experience inherent ‘even’ in working with
to be built. As stated by Holt, “The point of those who may be less knowledgeable or adept
college classes is to learn the material in the in certain respects.
I think it is relevant to note that this objec¬
most effective and long-lasting way" The role
of the professor is to teach the course and the tion to Holt’s argument of the fruitlessness of
role of the student is to learn the material.” group work does not come from someone who
Perhaps the course of study Holt and I have has experienced this element of learning at
taken at Bates has differed significantly; in any Bates overwhelmingly positively; I do in fact
case, as a senior approaching the last weeks agree with several of the points raised by Holt
of my Bates ac'a'd&h’ic career, I can state with in his objection to group work, such as the con¬
straints of schedules
conviction that my
and time pressure
time at this college
Perhaps
the
student
who
so
and the problem of
has given me a very
different understand¬
abhors group work because of uneven work distri¬
bution. However, I
ing of the ‘point’ of
the potential threat to his/her disagree vehemently
classes and the ‘roles’
of professors and stu¬
G.P.A. would benefit from with the individualis¬
tic, efficiency- and
dents from that ar¬
learning that there is value in grade-driven, and ul¬
ticulated byHolt.lt is
my experience that
education beyond the assigna¬ timately highly tra¬
ditional view of edu¬
the classes taught
tion Of numbers and letters.
cation that Holt
most effectively at
bases his argument
Bates are those
which challenge students to move beyond see¬ on. Although group work at Bates may need
ing their professors simply as information-con¬ some rethinking in terms of developing a more
veyers and themselves as receptacles; rather, productive and effective model of learning, I
the most valuable aspects of my own learning strongly believe that working with others and
experience have involved the construction of conceptualizing knowledge as a dialectical
learning as a dialectical process, both among construction rather than a single-direction ‘in¬
students and between students and professors. stilling’ process is a crucial part of a produc¬
Although I too am familiar with the psycho¬ tive educational process, a process with the
logical concept of ‘diffusion of responsibility’ goal of not only producing efficient and skill¬
and do not disagree with Holt about its poten¬ ful workers, but also creative and critical
tial dangers for the effectiveness of group work, thinkers and empathetic human beings. My
I feel confident in venturing that the field of final word of advice to Mr. Holt is that if he is
psychological research offers an equally broad at all interested in the possible expansion or
and compelling range of evidence indicating diversification of his view of what learning and
the multiple benefits of learning to work with, the classroom involve or in familiarizing him¬
teach, and listen to others. I find Holt’s distinc¬ self with actual scholarship on the processes
tion between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ students unfor¬ and institutions of teaching, he might be wise
tunate and misguided, and would hope that I to consider exposing himself to the course ma¬
am not considered foolishly ideological in ar¬ terial dealt with in the classes offered by
guing that all individuals should be given the Bates’ own Department of Education.
-Emily Bleek
credit for being able to make a unique and
To the Editor: .

BATES RATES
FBI Confer¬
ence In Keck
Classroom

^
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Holt’s Article On Group-Work Inacurate
To the Editor:
There are many points in Whitman Holts article about group-work that I could take issue
with, but in the interest of brevity, I will only respond to two of his statements. The first is his
claim that group-work is not a great way to teach people. For anyone wondering about the
validity of such a remark, I would suggest that they read Cooperative Learning: Increasing
College Faculty Instructional Productivity, by D. W. Johnson, R. T. Johnson, and K. A. Smith
(ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report No 4. Washington, D.C.: The George Washington Uni¬
versity, Graduate School of Education and Human Development. 1991). I doubt that Mi-. Holt
is aware that over 375 studies in the past ninety years have compared achievement in coop¬
erative learning environments to achievement in competitive and individualistic learning
environments. In the aggregate, these studies found that cooperative learning leads to' a
statistically significant improvement in academic achievement. The second is his belief that
the role of the professor is to teach the course and the role of the student is to learn the
material. No doubt that the goal of any course is student learning. If so, then it seems that
the role of the professor is not to simply teach the course, but instead to create an environ¬
ment that facilitates student learning. In most instances, cooperative learning has been
shown to accomplish that end more effectively than the competitive or individualistic ap¬
proaches that Mr. Holt advocates.
-Tom Wenzel
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Red Sox Fans

^w

Paranoia, spies, government
sponsored crime and no
mention of J. Edgar Hoover
or his wardrobe!
Simply put, they stink...But
don’t worry, only five more
months of whining ‘til they’re
eliminated from playoff
contention!

Anything For A ,
Buck/Tacky
^^
Party

Sketchy wheeling and
dealing in your dad’s brown
plaid golf pants! And the
whole thing managed to go
off without any fire alarms!

Reading
Week

Don’t worry profs, your
class is the only one with
stuff due. After all, its
reading week...

i
N^
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Smokey Room Talk
Baby Bush’s Reaction to China All To Common
By MATTEO & DOMINICK
PANGALLO

Opinion Columnists
Looking for a change of setting, Dominick
and I wandered over into the pool room at the
Ronj. He racked them up, I broke, and before
long our conversation turned to politics (of
course).
“Isn’t it amazing,”
he said, “how one
single event can start
a chain reaction of in¬
ternational crises?”
“There is a certain
providence in the fall
of a sparrow,” I
mused, borrowing
from the bard.
“Or, in the case of
the U.S. Airforce, in the fall of an EP surveilN lance aircraft,” Dom quipped.
I lined up my cue and took another shot.
“Come on,” I said, “let’s not digress into an¬
other conversation about military prepared¬
ness.”
He nodded in agreement, “Yeah, but there
is one other thing about this whole mess that’s
begun to bother me.”
He took a shot, banked the cue ball off the
rail, and sank the six-ball in the corner.
“What’s that?”
He lined up his next shot, “This whole busi¬
ness about apologizing to the Chinese."
He shot and missed. “Well, what’s both¬
ering you about it?”
“By apologizing we would effectively be
admitting that we were wrong in electronically
monitoring China from airspace over interna¬
tional waters.”
“First of all, we were wrong to be moni¬
toring China from international airspace. Sec¬
ond, we should just admit to the fact that the

U.S. Military made a mistake. I mean, we come
off sounding like the Soviet Union during the
Cold War, when it would never, ever confess
to error.”
He brandished his cue like a fencing foil,
“We have every right to keep our eye on the
People’s Republic of China; they are currently
the single largest threat to world peace.”
“I see — and for some reason it is the right
and duty of the United States to be the world’s
self-proclaimed po¬
lice force? Don’t you
think its the respon¬
sibility of the global
community to moni¬
tor its own secu¬
rity?”
“Shoot already.”
I lined up and
shot, splitting the
twelve and ten balls
but missing the pocket.
“Look,” he said as he searched for his next
move, “the United Nations does not have the
financial or technological capacity to do some¬
thing like that-”
“-because the United States is several tril¬
lion dollars behind on paying its UN dues.”
“We were acting in the interests of the se¬
curity of American citizens. We have every
right to protect our people from all threats,
domestic and foreign.”
“Yes, we have a right to know about poten¬
tial threats to our citizens, but not at the ex¬
pense of any other nation’s citizen’s right to
live. A Chinese citizen was killed in that
crash.”
“He was a soldier — soldiers are expected
to be ready to give their lives for the safety of
their nation.”
“So now you are saying that America is
the threat and China is the threatened.”
He pocketed another ball and looked for
his next shot.

“You know, Matt,” he said, “only 18% of force?”
Americans think that we should apologize to
“Anyway, the most important thing is just
China.”
that both sides — the U.S. and the Chinese —
“Yes, and 80% of Americans think that we don’t use this as some excuse to allow Sinoshould legalize medicinal marijuana. What’s American relations to deteriorate.”
your point? Just because the majority of
“Too late for that — Bush has already
American people want something to happen pledged to sell technological weapons to Tai¬
doesn’t mean its going to happen. I mean, my wan, an act that the PRC has declared as likely
God, it’s not like we’re living in a democracy to set-off a cross-strait civil war. Given that,
— this is a republic."
and given the Bush administration’s efforts
“Okay, okay. Let’s take care of your sec¬ to pull apart the delicate relations between
ond statement: that we should just be able to China, the UN, and other global economic
apologize and admit that we made a mistake.” groups, I’d say little Boy George is more than
As he took his next shot his cue slipped a eager to find some reason to get down and
bit and the ball went wide. I paced around the dirty with the Chinese.”
table, looking for a clear shot somewhere.
“The fool. He’s shooting America in the
“First of all,” he continued, “we must ask foot. American markets are just itching to open
ourselves, did we actually make a mistake?”
up the lucrative purchasing power of the mas¬
“Actually, try this one: if the U.S. Military sive Chinese population.”
“He’s just demonstrating how capitalism
made a mistake, would they ever admit it?”
and war go hand-in“Yes — when we
accidentally dropped
hand: if the nation
won’t open its
bombs on the Chi¬
If something happens to some
economy,
we’ll
nese embassy in the
nation that we have taken a
FORCE it to open up.
Balkans. Or when we
Bush Lite is just fi¬
accidentally dropped
hostile position towards, it
nally paying back the
bombs on that
seems as if the U.S. Military
military-industrial
Sudanese pharma¬
complex that put him
ceutical company.”
itself is NEVER to blame.
in power. As John
“Ah yes, those two
Gorka sings it, war is
‘accidental bomb¬
only profittable for those wh'o make and sell
ings’.” I took a shot and sank another ball.
“Let’s not get into intentionality. Not ev¬ guns.”
erything the U.S. Military does is part of some
Dominick placed his cue stick down and
grand, international-dominance conspiracy. sighed, “And he’s doing it by trying to tick off
Anyways, the point is that we admitted we the PRC. I mean, the crash wasn’t done on
purpose — but it certainly fits the Pentagon’s
made mistakes in both cases.”
“Right. In the Balkans we blamed it on out¬ needs.”
“The upper-class gets a tax break, the cor¬
dated maps. In Sudan, we blamed it on faulty
intelligence reports. If the accident happens porations get a war,” I said.
“Hey, Baby Bush has got his shot all lined
with only U.S. Servicemen, or between U.S.
Servicemen and our allies, we have no trouble up.”
I shook my head, “Maybe he’s about to sink
apologizing and giving condolences to all
those involved. But if something happens to the winning shot for his campaign contribu¬
some nation that we have taken a hostile po¬ tors— but for the working-class people who
sition towards, it seems as if the U.S. Military are sent off to shoot each other, war only
itself is NEVER to blame. Because if we apolo¬ means one thing. Scratch.”
gize, we admit we were wrong, and if we ad¬
mit we were wrong, we admit that we’re fal¬ Listen to the Smokey Room Talk Show, every
lible, and if we’re fallible, how can we possi¬ Thursday morning at 8am, on WRBC, 91.5FM.
bly be the world’s self-proclaimed police We’ve got chutzpah.

When You Wish Upon A Star...0r Any Other
Object For That Matter
(Do you think he could hit a home run on a
Little League field?). Even in earlier times,
•By TIM CASTOR
men and women were predisposed to be slug¬
Opinion Columnist
gish. The only reason your typical caveman
did not have a recliner in his dwelling was
As final exams draw ever-closer, it will because his square-wheeled Flintstone mobile
become blatantly clear to some individuals prevented him from traveling to the local
that their prospects of attaining exemplary Lazy-Boy furniture outlet.
Since humans are not always motivated to
grades in their courses are dimmer than the
lampposts that supposedly “illuminate” the complete mundane or excessively arduous
quad during the evening hours. Although an tasks, we have accepted the concept of wish¬
observer might initially be led to believe that ing with open arms. The way a wish works is
these students would give up all hope of suc¬ truly quite amazing. I mean, you say a few
ceeding, the fact of the matter is that the ma¬ words and it becomes possible for something
fantastic to tran¬
jority of these individu¬
spire, all while you
als strive to compen¬
Since humans are not always
are in your paja¬
sate for their prior
mas trying to figure
struggles by perform¬
motivated to complete mun¬
out why Stone's
ing very well on their
dane or excessively arduous
long-lost cousin is
final exams. What is
plotting to expose
truly fascinating about
tasks, we have accepted the
Mason’s affair with
this pattern of behav¬
concept of wishing with open
a teenage girl, the
ior are the methods by
latter of whom just
which people prepare
arms.
so happens to be
for these exams. While
carrying Brock’s
some Batesies are
likely to erect a tent on the ground floor of baby (Remember, it takes about three and a
the library several weeks prior to an exam half years for all of this to develop). Needless
date, others are inclined to evoke the mysti¬ to say, the act of wishing is prevalent in our
cal powers of the rabbit’s foot, the magic eight society.
Due to the fact that the act of wishing is a
ball, and the beans they received in exchange
for their cow (trust me, this makes sense if fundamental part of the human experience,
you really think about it). Of all the techniques akin to feelings of love, the art of laughter, and
people espouse when preparing to take their that annoying itch you cannot reach on the
finals, my favorite has to be when a person middle part of your back, there are numer¬
makes a wish, in which he or she hopes for ous situations in which a wish can be made.
While some scenarios are romanticized, such
satisfactory marks on his or her tests.
The desire for human beings to make as those that depict an individual rubbing a
wishes seems to be an inherent proclivity. This magic lamp in order to unleash a wish-grant¬
is primarily due to the fact that mankind, as ing genie, others are rather commonplace,
a whole, is lazier than a Rey Ordonez fly bail such as when a person throws some change

into a wishing well (although it seems as if never-ending.
What is even more problematic than the
every indoor body of water has been converted
into a wishing well, as I am constantly find¬ plethora of wishes that currently exist is the
ing loose change on the floor of my bathtub). lack of a structured wish hierarchy. One thing
In my opinion, situations such as these are that the Founding Fathers forgot to mention
really conducive for wish-making, as every so in their little spiel was the fact that all wishes
often, they enable people to escape the drudg¬ are not created equal. How can one possibly
ery of their banal lives by engaging in a bit of say that a wish on your fiftieth birthday is
idealistic thinking. What I am opposed to, equivalent to a wish you make after having
however, is the fact that people feel the need procured the bigger piece of a turkey bone (I
to make wishes at virtually every moment in wonder if football teams would run the wish¬
bone offense if all of the members of the squad
their lives.
were vegetarians)? Al¬
The
current
though it may appear
state of wishing can
The litany of reasons for mak¬
to be rather obvious
best be likened to a
ing a wish has become very that some wishes
liquidation sale that
carry more weight
your average Klong-winded: If you have a
than others, we as a
Mart has after a
Wal-Mart has been
birthday, you get a wish. If society have yet to es¬
tablish any kind of for¬
built across the
your eyelash falls out, you get mal ranking system
street. Everywhere
that could alleviate
you go, people are
to blow on it and make a
any discrepancies sur¬
making wishes. It is
wish. If it is 11:1 l...you get rounding the impor¬
almost as if there is
tance of various types
this massive sur¬
to make a wish.
of wishes. Maybe if the
plus of wishes that
United States govern¬
needs to be distrib¬
uted and, subsequently, consumed by the gen¬ ment settled the whole wish fiasco, all of the
eral public (and you thought those pieces of other problems we are facingwould take care
paper that planes dropped from the sky were of themselves (Why do I feel like pseudo-Presimerely flyers). Not only are people making dent Bush would actually agree with this?).
The art of wishing is certainly a fundamen¬
more wishes, but the excuses for making
wishes are becoming increasingly excessive. tal aspect of our daily lives. Making a wish
The litany of reasons for making a wish has enables us to garner a sense of hope in a world
become very long-winded: If you have a birth¬ characterized by uncertainty, pessimism, and
day, you get a wish. If your eyelash falls out, people who simply refuse to “check their mail.”
you get to blow on it and make a wish. If it is Even though I am an avid proponent of wishes,
11:11, either in the morning or in the evening, I implore you to implement an embargo on
you get to make a wish. If you are the seven¬ wishes every so often, as it gets a little out of
teenth person waiting in line to get stir-fry, hand when people start pulling their eyelashes
you get to make a wish. The list is virtually out.
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Shopping at the Market
My Hopeful Swan Song
By WHITMAN L.
HOLT
Opinion Columnist

One tried and
true maxim is that
“all good things
must come to an
end;” and while it
is
debatable
whether my col¬
umn has actually been a “good thing,” this
week will be our final trip to the marketplace
of ideas together. The “Bates Student” has
afforded me a wonderful opportunity to share
my thoughts and ideas with the members of
our community over the course of the last
year. I have thoroughly enjoyed the experi¬
ence and am grateful that my ideas have been
so well-received. In this week’s article, I
would like to review the ten policy changes
that I have defended and also introduce nine
additional proposals that did not merit their
own article, but are nonetheless very impor¬
tant to me.
—Where have we been?—
-1 argued that the Bates community needs
to shift its academic paradigm in order to
solve the poor academic practices of many
students. Currently, many students are in¬
capable of writing a cogent paper or doing
their homework properly; the College needs
to refocus its academic lens and eliminate
this hidden scourge.
-1 emphasized the need for Bates to devote
significant attention to climbing the “U.S.
News and World Report College Rankings.”
The rankings have a significant impact on
the overall quality of the College, both in
terms of the quality of the students who ap¬
ply and in terms of employment prospects
for Bates students post-graduation. Two
ways that Bates could improve its ranking
would be to decrease the number of admit¬
ted students and to renew the College’s com¬
mitment to “academics first” in order to im¬
prove Bates’ academic reputation.
-1 demonstrated that the current Physical
Education requirement for graduation is of¬
fensive to student autonomy and has several
negative practical implications for the Col¬
lege. As such, I urged that the faculty elimi¬
nate it.
-1 suggested that Bates should reexamine
its use of standardized testing and attempt
to spearhead a jnovement to develop a stan¬
dardized test that is less like the SAT and
more like the LSAT in terms of predicting
student performance. Doing so would allow
the Admissions Office to have some viable
tool that they could use to directly compare
applicants for admission.
-1 stressed the need for the faculty to estab¬
lish a consistent grading-scale for the Col¬
lege. Doing so would return real meaning to
the current grading climate and would also
eliminate a great deal of student anxiety and
confusion about their studies.
-1 used the same principles that guided my
rejection of the P.E. requirement to argue
against the General Education requirement.
Not only is the requirement not fulfilling its
stated purpose, it also clearly has a number
of negative repercussions for the entire col¬
lege.
-1 condemned those students who claim that
“Bates is boring.” Instead, I posited that indi¬
vidual students should take the initiative and
get involved on campus rather than com¬
plaining about what the college “fails” to pro¬
vide them.
- I attempted to reintroduce the word “al¬
leged” back into the collective Bates dictio¬
nary in order to minimize the harm that re¬

sults from the tendency of many members of
the College community to overreact to events
that happen on campus. In a moment of clair¬
voyance, the ‘John Galt Press” post happened
soon after I wrote this article. I quickly pro¬
tested the decision of the College to label that
event a “hate crime.”
-1 supported the reinstatement of an explicit
class-rank system at Bates. Such a system
would help motivate many students to work
harder and would also benefit students ap¬
plying to professional school vis-a-vis stu¬
dents applying from colleges that do rank
their students.
-1 called upon every Bates professor to ques¬
tion the use of “group-work” in his/her class¬
room on the grounds that such a practice is
empirically ineffective, incompatible with the
culture of the college, and a waste of time.
—Where can we still go?—
- Bates faculty members need to begin to give
“A+” grades in their classes. Such grades
not only help students who are applying to
graduate and professional school (especially
law school), they also can reward those stu¬
dents who have clearly performed at a level
above the rest of the students in a given class.
- The Registrar’s Office should provide open
access to class lists. Currently students can
only access the registration list for classes
in which they are enrolled. Open lists would
allow students to ask other students about a
given class prior to registration and would
also allow them to identify peers with whom
they can discuss a particular subject or ma¬
jor.
- Either individual professors or the
Registrar’s Office should put both syllabi and
booklists on-line. On-line booklists would
allow students to purchase theft' books be¬
fore classes actually begin and would also
allow them to “shop around” in order to find
the best prices. On-line syllabi would allow
students to preview the work-load for a spe¬
cific class before they register for that class.
- Bates as an institution should continue to
solidify the CBB connection with Colby and
Bowdoin. Specific ways this could be done
would be to allow cross-registration in
classes at the other two colleges or semes¬
ter exchange programs. Each college has its
own unique culture and resources, why not
combine those resource in order to form a
“super-system” a’la the Five-College Mafia?
- Professors should stop using “participa¬
tion” as nothing more than a reward mecha¬
nism (i.e. it can only help one’s grade, not
hurt it) for those students who actively en¬
gage the material. Instead, professors should
grade down those students who clearly make
no attempt to contribute when in class.

- The Dean of Student’s office should increase
the amount of money that RCs and JAs are
paid. Doing so would have two benefits: i.) it
would provide an impetus for more people
to apply for these positions, thus resulting
in a more qualified residence staff; and ii.) it
would increase the pressure on current RCs
and JAs to actually do their jobs, thus poten¬
tially reducing some of the current problems
in campus residences.
- Members of the Bates community should
make an active effort to actually show some
semblance of respect for each other. This
means that coaches of sports teams should
respect non-sports students and members of
the Dean’s staff, that everyone should respect
the Commons and Physical Plant workers,
that professors should respect the opinions
and thoughts of students with whom they are
on committees, and that all students should
respect other students, even if the other stu¬
dent is a “fucking libertarian.”
- The College should award those students
who earn a 4.0 GPA in a given semester ad¬
ditional distinction beyond Dean’s List sta¬
tus (e.g. Bowdoin’s “President’s List”). Earn¬
ing a 4.0 is a difficult task and only around
10 students per class manage to do so in any
given semester; these talented individuals
should receive some recognition for their ac¬
complishments. Moreover, those RARE stu¬
dents who manage to- graduate from Bates
with a perfect 4.0 GPA (less than one person
per year) should receive some significant rec¬
ognition from the College, such as a cash
prize.
- Most importantly, people should actually
learn how to use the word “hopefully” prop¬
erly. The word is an adverb which is used to
describe the actions of someone who is hope¬
ful (e.g. “the farmer hopefully looked to the
sky for a sign of rain.”). The word DOES NOT
MEAN “I hope” (e.g. “hopefully, we will finally
realize peace in the Middle-East”). Stop
making this grammatical error and stop be¬
ginning sentences with the word hopefully;
doing so is just plan wrong.
Oliver Wendell Holmes’ “marketplace of
ideas” is a wonderful tool that can aid us all
in our mutual search for meaning. I have
attempted to use my column to introduce
new, and perhaps different, ideas into the
Bates market. If I have caused even one per¬
son to seriously think about a particular is¬
sue, then I have accomplished the goal that
motivated me to begin this column. While
my time in the public marketplace is now
done, I encourage every member of our com¬
munity to continue to think critically. More¬
over, I urge everyone to put forth interesting
ideas and to engage in lively, rational debate
about the merits of those ideas. However, I
must stress the importance of well-formu¬
lated and strongly supported argumentation.
Base assertion contributes little to the intel-

lectual marketplace; in order to realize the
true benefits of intellectual discourse, we
must all strive to present our positions in a
compelling and concise manner. Further¬
more, we must all enter the marketplace of
ideas with an open mind. Rejecting ideas outof-hand because they conflict with one’s “ide¬
ology” is not only dangerous, it is stupid.
I hope that everyone has enjoyed my ar¬
ticles and has given serious consideration to
at least one of the topics that I discussed.
Moreover, I also hope that people continue
to actively posit new, exciting ideas within
the forum section of the “Bates Student.”
Thank you, members of The Bates Student,
for giving me a platform to voice my views;
special thanks to my editors, Christine
Hopkins and James Peyster. Thank you ev¬
eryone who took the time to write a letter to
the editor challenging one of my arguments;
you folks are beginning to realize the true
power of the marketplace. Thanks to those
who gave me oral feedback about my ideas
and to those who had to sit and listen to me
rant in Commons. Most importantly, thanks
to all of you who took the time to read my
articles every two weeks. I hope to see each
of you at the market.
-. Whitman L. Holt ’02 is a Political Science
and Philosophy double-major; this is the fi¬
nal installment of his column, he hopes that
everyone has enjoyed shoppingwith him over
the course of the last year.

Days remaining to turn %■
your Survivor application
and video tape. Hurry!

537
Votes George W. Bush
officially won the State of
Florida by in the recent
election.

1665
Votes he would have won
Florida by had Gore’s
recount terms been used
statewide according to a
Miami Herald study.

SARAH JEANNE’S
FAMILY HAIR
Sc TAN NINO
/7 sabattus Street
Lewiston, N/1E 042-40
PHONE: C207) 795-6778
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Monday—Bates Hair Day—
10% off Hair Service
Wednesday-Bates Nails Day-10% off Nails
Full Hair Care, Computer Imaging, Manicures, Pedicures,
Body Piercing, Waxing, Tanning (First Tan Free)
OPEN DAILY; M-F 9am-9pm, Sat 9am-6pm, Sun 8am-3 pm
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36
Years since the last Red
Sox no-hitter before Hideo
Nomo’s gem last week,

55
Days until graduation.
AHHHHi!!
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Remembering A Trip To Poland On the Eve Holocaust Rememberance Day
By SMADAR BAKOVIC

Opinion Columnist
Holocaust Remembrance Day will be com¬
memorated on April 19th in Israel, my home¬
land. At 11 a.m. a three-minute-siren will go
off and almost every person in Israel, regard¬
less of where they will be at that moment,
will stand in silence, remembering the mil¬
lions who were so brutally murdered for
“committing crimes against the German
race.” Every year around this time I find that
I detach myself from society and reflect on
my unforgettable visit to Poland.
When I was 17,1 was selected with nine¬
teen other teenagers to represent our high
school in Poland. We didn’t know it, but we
were about to go through one of the most dif¬
ficult, painful and confusing experiences in
our lives. Long before actually leaving for
Poland in the spring of 1993, we began pre¬
paring ourselves mentally, and intellectually
for the trip. We met-Holocaust Survivors (I
s spoke a lot to my grandmother), read books,
watched videos, attended lectures and gath¬
ered all the information we could find. As
prepared as we thought we were, there was
no one who could deny being scared to death.
The trip to Poland (that’s what we call it
in Israel because for many of us it is literally
a trip back to our roots or to where our fami¬
lies weremurdered) included a visit to the
three major extermination camps which op¬
erated during World War II: Majdanek (not
far from the town of Lublin), Treblinka (situ¬

ated on the Bug River in the General Gov¬
ernment) and Auschwitz-Birkenau (situated
in Upper Silesia). It also included visits to
numerous villages where Jews lived before
the war, ghettos (mainly in Warsaw and
Lodz) and various monuments all around the
country. I want to share some of my experi¬
ences with you:
April 11, 1993. Treblinka.
It’s a beautiful day, and the landscape is
finally beginning to change. I know that each
second which goes by brings us closer to a
place in which unimaginable things took
place: things even more terrible than the
worst nightmare. I suddenly see a sign which
says “Treblinka, 30km," and my heard be¬
gins to beat so fast that I am scared some¬
one else might hear it. I cannot believe that
the village is so close to the extermination
camp. Didn’t they know what was going on?
I don’t know what to expect. I am nervous. I
can’t speak; it just does not seem appropri¬
ate. When we enter the camp, all we can see
is a railway track made out of cement. Other
than that, there is nothing. It is explained to
us that Treblinka was bombed by the Ger¬
mans toward the end of the war to conceal
evidence. The cement railway tracks were
built later as a monument, for nothing else
except mass graves could be found.
We go to where the mass graves silently
lay I stare at the ground and cannot believe
it. The though of thousands of bodies
cramped into a grave make me sick and furi¬
ous. When I am informed that 700,000 to

Addressing the Lack of a Social
Justice Course Requirement
By SCOTT BETOURNAY

Opinion Columnist
Three years ago, an event occurred at
Bates that to this day affects the curriculum
of academic study for all Bates students. This
event was a decision by the faculty to reject
the establishment of a social justice require¬
ment in the General Education Program. The
proposal for social justice failed by a narrow
margin among the faculty after years of de¬
bate and revision. The effect is that no one
here is required to take a course that exam¬
ines social justice or issues of multiculturalism, race, or inequality. Campus-wide
debate over the inclusion of social justice in
the curriculum has fallen quiet over the past
seven semesters to the point that some stu¬
dents may not know what social justice is or
why it is not a requirement. In my observa¬
tions, the topic exists only in the minds of few
members of the Bates community and this
should not be the case.
In this article, I want to comment on an
aspect of the current system. As it stands,
the General Education requirements do not
recognize courses in African American stud¬
ies (AAS), American Cultural Studies (ACS),
or Women’s Studies (WS) as counting toward
anything. No one but students who major in
these programs are able to count ACS and
AAS courses toward anything that would help
one graduate. Let me pause here to clarify
that the courses I refer to are specifically
those that are not cross listed with other de¬
partments. These courses are focused
squarely at their field, for example: AAS 140
Introduction to African American studies and
WS 100 Introduction to Women’s Studies.
Classes such as these are among the most
applicable toward social justice and after nar¬
rowly being defeated as necessary for a Bates
education, today they will not even satisfy a
general education requirement.
By failing to recognize AAS, ACS, and WS
courses within the general education require¬
ments, I feel that Bates sends the message
that these areas of study are not important.
Whether intentional or not, Bates is saying

that you can pursue socialjustice if you want,
but you must still take a dozen gen. ed.
courses to graduate. The specific AAS, ACS,
and WS courses will be mere placeholders for
one to accumulate elective course hours.
On principle alone, I feel that Bates should
re-examine this policy, but my criticism in¬
cludes a practical component as well. For
many science majors and those who are
double majoring or pursuing a secondary
concentration, it is often difficult to fit elec¬
tives into the schedule. If one has a ten
course major and a five course minor but
must fulfill eight courses for general educa¬
tion, it leaves nine electives and maybe a
couple of short terms. If you experiment in
a few departments as a first year or take time
abroad, this number drops quickly. Add to
this the difficulty in scheduling the courses
one wants to take with those that are re¬
quired and it can become very difficult to take
a specific class with a social justice theme.
In short, I feel that the school’s failure to ac¬
cept ACS, AAS, and WS in gen. ed. prevents
some students from taking these classes.
This is not an acceptable situation for a lib¬
eral college.
I want to end with the reminder that Afri¬
can American studies and Women’s Studies,
to take two examples, are not disciplines to
be studied only by women and African Ameri¬
cans. There are many lessons in these
courses from which anyone could draw sig¬
nificant knowledge regardless of his/her
background. The fact is that many of the
classes I have been talking about are intro¬
ductory and thus ideal to a broad range of
learners. Societal improvement in this world
requires that everyone must know something
about other people. It is time for Bates to
recognize and support this logic within Its
general education framework.
If you agree with this article and would
like to do something in the short-term that
might help, please e-mail me at sbetourn and
just say what you think. If you can comment
on why you agree or disagree, it will be es¬
pecially helpful as there will soon be a meet¬
ing with the chair of the Educational Policy
Committee to propose this change. Every
student’s voice makes a difference.

900,000 people were exterminated in this
place in only a year, I cannot control my tears.
I know that what made me cry was the
nothingness...the emptiness...the fact that
there is nothing to remember. All is gone. On
the way back home to Warsaw no one on the
bus speaks. There is a kind of silence which
is even more quiet than the regular silence
humans are used to. I reflect. I think we all
need some time to think, to look into our
hearts. I don’t say a word. Instead, I stare
into the Polish darkness.
April 16,1993. Majdanek.
It’s so cold outside. It has snowed all night,
and everything looks so peaceful covered in
white. We arrive at Majdanek and after watch¬
ing a shortdocumentary we begin walking
towards the camp. It’s quite a long walk, and
I am freezing to death. The five layers of
clothes I am wearing seem to have no effect.
I cannot stop thinking about the people who
were brought here during the Polish winter. I
know they had close to nothing to wear, and I
cannot imagine how they could have survived
the winter. Most of them didn’t. The thought
does not leave my mind. I feel like scream¬
ing, but it’s so cold that I do not say a word.
In the camp itself we go into a gas cham¬
ber, I can’t define how I feel, but I know I have
never felt this way before. I think I am scared.
My fingers are shaking. I can see the
scratches on the walls and on the ceiling.
They tried to scratch their way out when the

Zyklon B began to come down from the
shower heads. After twenty minutes it was
silence. Again, this silence. Then the bodies
were taken to the crematorium to be burnt. I
look at the door and see a peep hole. What
kind of monster could have looked through
that hole at the pile of people suffocating and
screaming? It wasn’t a monster. It was a hu¬
man being. I don’t understand.
Someone from our group closes the door
and it is suddenly dark. A chill goes through
my body and someone else screams. When
the door is opened I run out and breathe
heavily. I inhale as much as I can. Later that
day I call my parents. I don’t say much about
Majdanek though. I just don’t know what to
say. Silence.
April 19,1993. Auschwitz-Birkenau.
Plans have changed. Instead of going to
Auschwitz tomorrow, we are going today. I
don’t feel prepared at all. The drive to the
camp is not long and this time people are
talking. They are talking about the disco last
night. There was a disco in the hotel and I
think we all felt that we would go insane if
we didn’t go out and have some fun. Maybe
it was the need for freedom, or for feeling
normal which drove us out of our rooms onto
the dance floor.
The bus comes to a stop. We get off and
look around. I can see the famous “Arbeit
Macht Frei” sign (in English: “work makes
Continued on page 7

Faculty and Student Committee Gets
Completely Hammered In Hopes of Finding
Solutions to the Dorm Damage Problem
By NICHOLAS VOLK

Opinion Columnist
This past Saturday night, a panel com¬
prised of faculty and students assembled in
the Hirasawa lounge to deal with the dorm
damage problem, once and for all. Realizing
that the situation had reached a critical level,
an emergency brainstorming session was
used to generate possible solutions. Using an
unorthodox, revolutionary, problem solving
methods the committee was able to think out¬
side of the box, and come up with a creative
resolution to the troubles of the past semes¬
ter. To make a long story short, President
Harwood, several of the Deans, and most of
the student government all got absolutely
plastered on cheap beer and vodka, and pro¬
ceeded to run around the campus breaking
things.
If this seems a rather strange, drastic, or
even utterly insane solution to the problem,
let me explain. "What the committee was try¬
ing to do, was to get inside the head of a drunk
Batesie, to understand the mindset of a ham¬
mered, dorm damage-causing student. Many
of you may have seen the experiment in
progress, and many of you have expressed
concern over the incident that occurred when
one of the Deans rode a horse into the com¬
puter lab in Pettingill. The college would like
to assure you that all activities carried out
Saturday night were sanctioned events per¬
formed in order to help the committee come
up with a solution to the problem.
I won’t bore you with the details of what
happened Saturday night. Of course there
were many typical Saturday night drunken
occurrences, like when Surdokowski dis¬
charged the fire extinguisher duringthe party
in Page, and when the student government
officials, led by President Harwood flipped the
security van. These events are not important.
What is important is that the committee
learned from the experience, and they were
able to draft a resolution the following morn¬
ing.
When the committee reconvened the fol¬
lowing morning, despite the hangovers, the
general consensus among the group was that
the previous night had been “damn good fun.”
Many who had originally been very reluctant

to participate were surprised by how exhila¬
rating the experience had actually been. One
Dean summed up the group’s emotions best
when she said, “Who knew that ripping a wa¬
ter fountain off the wall could be such a liber¬
ating experience.”, The committee finally
came to the conclusion that causing dorm
damage was just too much fun, and that it
would remain a part of college culture, for
better or worse.
The solution then came from learninghow
to live with the institution of dorm damage,
rather than trying to stop it. The committee
voted unanimously to adopt a new policy em¬
bracing dorm damage, and creating an atmo¬
sphere in which it could occur. That is why
starting next fall, one of the dorms will be
designated as “The Dorm Damage Dorm.” All
students will finally have a place to party and
break things in an environment that nurtures
and supports their needs. Every student will
be issued a baseball bat and a fire extin¬
guisher at the start of the term, and students
are encouraged to confine their destructive
behavior to that dorm alone. A parking lot
will also be provided full of junk cars from the
local salvage yard, which students will be able
to smash the windshields and slash the tires
of the vehicles.
Each student that causes dorm damage
there will be responsible for helping with the
repairs during short term. Depending on how
much damage they do, a student might spend
anywhere from a few hours to the entire
month learning how to hang, sand, and paint
drywall. Other repair skills taught would in¬
clude cleaning bathrooms and rugs, fixing
broken windows, and learning how to apolo¬
gize to a wide variety of people for your ac¬
tions while intoxicated. With this system the
college feels that it can foster a sense of re¬
sponsibility while teaching real life skills that
are so often absent from our curriculum.
And no, a committee comprised of faculty
and student leaders did not get liquored up
last weekend for the sake of brainstorming,
but maybe they should. Maybe everyone this
weekend should think about possible solutions
to the dorm damage problem, while you’re
buzzing good and trying with all your might
to shake candy out of the vending machine.
Just stay out of Rand while you’re at it, cause
we've already got a big enough bill. You’ve got
to spread the love, if you know what I mean. -
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Revisiting The Horrors of The Camps
Continued frontpage 6

freedom”). All I can think about is how I’ve
seen this sign tens of times before, but never
for real. I cannot believe that I am in
Ausehwitz-Birkenau even though I am stand¬
ing in front of the main entrance. There are
no exit signs. I look around and notice how
the camp doesn’t look that bad. Before the
decision to turn this complex into a camp, it
functioned as a summer resort. From
theoutside it looks reasonable, but it is within
the walls that horror took place. Outside I
can hear the birds singing. For a change, even
the sky is clear.
We arrive at one of the buildings and are
informed that Josef Mengele conducted his
sadistic “experiments” in it. I look through
the window and see a bath tub. I think to
myself that only God (and maybe not even
him, for he was silent) knows what was done
to people in it. I fee) sick and my head aches.
I want to throw up. In another budding there
are piles of shoes, glasses, suitcases, teeth
and hats. Thousands of everything. I think
to myself that behind each item there was
once a person who wanted to live. Was...but
no more. I climb onto one of the guarding
towers and look down to the camp. I can spot
the place where the selection took place.
Some people were sent to the work camp.
Most people were sent to the gas chambers.
It all depended on what mood the doctors
were at that day. I find myself thinking mathematically. I
think to myself that 1,500,000 people were
gassed here in a year and a half. I try to think
how many were gassed each month. Then I
try to fit 1,500,000 people into the camp and
find that I can’t do it. I pile the people, put
them in lines and rows, group them up and
arrange them in many other ways. Nothing
works; it just does notseem possible. I can¬
not get into my mind how gassing so many
people was possible. The Germans were “ef¬
ficient” people, I sadly admit once again.
It’s time to go back to the hotel, and we
are heading towards the entrance. We are
informed that the gate to the camp has been

locked and that the only way out is through
the crematorium (I couldn’t help but think
how grotesquely ironic this was). I think that
subconsciously I tried to avoid the cremato¬
rium. The fact that it was considered to be
the most shocking “exhibit” in the camp did
not make me feel that I needed to see it. Do I
really want to see where people were burnt?
Do I really need to prove that there were in
fact ovens for people? Maybe it will be easier
to imagine that all of this is a cruel joke, that
nothing this terrible ever happened. Who
would want to believe such a thing? We pass
through the crematorium. There are four or
five ovens in a row. In one of the ovens there
are still ashes. Someone put a bunch of flow¬
ers in it. Color and life on top of death and
destruction. On the bus Karen is crying. I hug
her and do not say a word. When she stops, I
go back to my seat and stare out of the win¬
dow. And it was silent.
The plane takes off, and I look down at
Poland. It’s hard to explain,but it’s hard leav¬
ing. It’s as though I want to go back there to
see and learn more. I want to go back to
where so many of my family and other people
died. It’s like leaving a place in which a part
of me is a prisoner forever. It’s as though the
circle has not yet been closed.
When I left for Poland I had the illusion
that afteY the trip I would understand how
such a thing could have happened. Now that
I am leaving, not only do 1 not understand
how such a thing could have happened, but I
am even more confused. People say the Na¬
zis were animals, but they were not. They
were people like you and me. That’s what
makes the Holocaust so terrible and unfor¬
gettable. Until today, I am not sure what ex¬
actly I have learned from my trip to Poland.
Maybe one doesn’t have to learn something
new when going there.
When I arrived back to Israel, juct in time
for Passover, I was in a world of my own. I
guess I was thinking how life is precious and
how people shouldn’t hate one another. And
I guess that above all I was thinking how
'wonderful it was to be alive.
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Letters to the Editor

Budget Changes Are A Cause For Concern
instance, the Budget Committee recognized
roughly$120 of operating costs for W.O.C. next
Monday night, the Representative Assem¬ year, yet we handed them for $1105!
Finally, I find it essential to note that the
bly, failed its members. The RA approved a
bill giving the Women of Color Organization RA offered this money. W.O.C. did not apply
for a co-sponsorship! Instead, the RA volun¬
$1105 from the RAs 2001-02 co-sponsorship.
The gravest danger this poses is that this is a teered its own $1105 for the 2001-02 academic
direct result of Women of Colors negligence year (from the years $10,000 fund) to an or¬
in their own budget procedure. For the aca¬ ganization who did not officially request the
demic year 2001-02, W.O.C. did not plan to money! This seems beyond ludicrous. Every
submit a budget proposal. On the day of the organization must formally submit funding for
deadline, W.O.C. learned of a large debt in¬ particular activities for approval whether that
curred by their organization over several aca¬ be a budget request, a grievance, or a co-spondemic years. The Budget Committee granted sorship request. After the direction of the
them an extension for a budget proposal as a funding is approved, the money is granted. Yet
result of this new information, to which the here W.O.C. Showed ineffectiveness in every
proposal was still submitted late. As a result area of these processes and we handed them
of their late penalty, W.O.C.s proposal would arbitrary and inappropriate funding for un¬
have to be cut by 25.%,. The most interesting guided activities!!
To put it most frankly, I am concerned.
outcome, however, is that due to existing
funds, which would carry over to next year This bill was authored in part by the RA presi¬
and cover all costs of desired activities, W.O.C. dent, Jay Surdukowski. As a result of his
was awarded zero dollars (of new money). writing this bill, he has just stripped his .stu¬
The turnover would cover their anticipated dent governments ability to make budgetary
costs for next year. It has been determined decisions. He has made the statement that
that the turnover will actually pay their debts the Budget Committee is unable to properly
leaving them with less than one hundred dol¬ evaluate and allot student organization fund¬
ing. He has negated the legality of funding to
lars to spend for the year.
While I heartily agree that W.O.C. is an organizations. He has handed money to a club
organization worthy of funding, I am angered that has been unable to reach the standards
in the manner pursued by members of the RA imposed on all clubs for funding. Jay cannot
to grant money to them for next year. First of simply offer next years RA money to an orga¬
all, I am flabbergasted by the reward the RA nization that has proved itself inactive and
has handed to W.O.C. for its absence of lead¬ ineffective to the Budget Committee and the
ership. W.O.C. did not submit a budget pro¬ RA or can he?
As a member of the RA for four years, I
posal on the day of the deadline. Then, they
found a great deal of debt in their organiza¬ apologize to all RA members its representa¬
tion and recognized the need for funding and tives and constituents for the behavior of the
then still submitted their new proposal late RA on Monday night. I think Jay has been
for the granted extension. Finally, they did responsible for holding the RA to a new stan¬
not grieve to the Grievance Mediator, nor did dard of excellence; I think he has also been to
they appeal to the RA during their approval credit for a great deal of the RAs achievement
of the budget slate last week. To me, this dis-. of such greatness. As I write this letter and
plays an absence of leadership in a student reflect upon the RA meeting this week, how¬
ever, I think Jay has led his membership into
organization.
Not only did we reward an unorganized dangerous waters by undermining his own
and seemingly directionless organization, we administration for which he has worked so
did so without restrictions. The RA granted hard to earn respect. I apologize to my fellow
$1105 to W.O.C. without any explanation of the Bates students for the failure in the RA this
allotment otherlhan those being their oper¬ week, and I strongly encourage future mem¬
ating costs. While that may be true, every bers to work even harder to overcome the ease
organization submits their operating costs to at which we undermine our own powers.
-Rebecca Dodd
the budget committee for approval. In this
Dear Editor:

Special Dinner Cuts Against Bates Philosophy
\

To the Editor:

Home of 16 oz.
(Slack Angus Steak
Home for line dining
Take Out Available
84 Court Street
Auburn, ME
Phone 777-7443

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 11 am -10 pm
Friday 11 am -11 pm
Saturday 5 pm -11 pm

Reservations Requested

Not very often are we moved to speak out
against the Dean of Faculty’s office. How¬
ever, the matter that came before us left us
no other option but to make our opinions
known. Recently Dana Scholars and the top
fifty student of the Class of 2003 received in¬
vitations to attend an “Outstanding Sopho¬
more Students Dinner.” In theory it might
be a nice gesture for students to receive rec¬
ognition for their achievements, however the
way in which these “Outstanding Students”
were chosen at is quite questionable.
If Bates truly is a liberal arts institution
that boasts an egalitarian philosophy of edu¬
cation and dismisses the class rank system,
then the method that these students is se¬
lected is blatantly hypocritical. According
to Kerry O’Brien in the Dean of Faculty’s of¬
fice, the top fifty students were selected
based on their G.RA. and the Dana Scholars
invited because of their recognition. The
explanation we received from this office is
that these are the “best” students of the class
of 2003. We strongly disagree because it is
preposterous to think that the correct
method to determine the outstanding and the
best is based solely on grades. Time and time
again, Bates promotes the idea of a wellrounded student that starts from the admis¬
sions process. It may be true that some of
these students are “well- rounded,” but the
method of selection does not assure that.
How does one three-digit figure, two of which
are decimal, provide the dean’s office with
an accurate measure of a well-roujided stu¬

dent? Quite frankly it does not, cannot and
has not. Another major problem we have with
this dinner is that information regarding re¬
search and graduate school fellowships will
be discussed. The declaration by the Edu¬
cational Policy Committee in the College
Catalog states that, “the highest purpose of
Bates College is to provide a community with
sufficient challenge and sufficient support so
that the undergraduate may mature in schol¬
arship and in capacity for critical thinking
and civilized expression,”(p.14). Therefore,
this action is inherently unequal because
only the top 50 and the Dana scholars re¬
ceives this information early on, while the
remained of the class misses an opportunity
for early action. Is it admissible to exclude
number #51 from a dinner that would rec¬
ognize them as an outstanding student, even
though this individual may devote their time
to our community at expense of a few hun¬
dredths of a decimal point?
Our purpose in this editorial is not only
to judge the actions by Dean of Faculty’s of¬
fice, but also to offer a suggestion. We would
like to see the Dean of Faculty’s office fulfill
their duty for “student development,” by or¬
ganizing a venue where all members of the
class of 2003 are welcomed to receive infor¬
mation on these fellowships. In addition, we
would like justification for why a class rank¬
ing system was used, when Bates College
seems to have policies so strongly against it.
Sincerely Yours,
Erin Audra Russ and Brent Jarkowski
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Profs. Fear That Task Force
Suggestions Won’t Change
Drinking Culture at Bates
By DAVID WELIVER

Assistant News Editor
Presenting their findings and progress at
the April 2 faculty meeting, faculty spokes¬
persons for the alcohol and residential life
committees contradicted each other and
s evoked strong reactions from professors who
feel the alcohol committee’s ruling will not
substantially change Bates’ drinking culture.
Biology Professor and faculty represen¬
tative on the ad hoc alcohol committee Joe
Pellicia addressed his colleagues saying, “As
the sole faculty member on the committee, I
saw my sole task as listening... because pro¬
fessors are unconnected to students’ enter¬
tainment life.”
Pellicia admitted he came to the commit¬
tee believing the college should simply en¬
force all state alcohol laws on campus, but
that the committee made him realize that
total enforcement is not a viable policy. Suf¬
fering from laryngitis, Pellicia announced in
a quiet, gruff voice the recommendations of
the alcohol task force, including the ban on
hard alcohol and the decision not to elimi¬
nate alcohol from first-year residences.
Pellicia commented on his discovery that,
“security is not seen as police...rather, a
friend, and this is a role that students are
very happy with.” Relating the security-stu¬
dent relationship to the tendency at sister
institutions for drinking to go underground
upon policy crackdowns, Pellicia emphasized
that students’ health and safety must come
before any other considerations. Several pro¬
fessors protested, “security should not be a
‘friend.’”
Defending the task force’s recommenda-'
tions, Pellicia noted, “it is a long evolution¬
ary process to change the drinking culture
at Bates,” despite the fact that a quarter of
the college’s students are, “flushed out ev¬
ery four years.”
He went on to praise Bates EMS for their

exemplary role in rescuing students from ir¬
responsible drinking.
Pellicia highlighted the interesting statis¬
tic from the task force’s survey on alcohol
use: 1/3 of respondents said some students
at Bates have drinking problems, but almost
nobody admitted that they had a drinking
problem.
In response to the task force’s decision
to inform parents regarding any situation in
which a student is in imminent danger as a
result of drinking, psychology Professor
Michael Sargent was the first to raise the
question of how the decision complies with
the Family Educational Right to Privacy Act
(FERPA) .which protects college students
from having information regarding grades
and disciplinary action released to their par¬
ents without expressed consent.
Dean of Students and task force co-con¬
vener Celeste Branham responded by say¬
ing the matter was in the hands of Bates’
Corporate Counsel and that she was “very
uncomfortable” with the matter. She went on
to say “it’s not something the students would
like, but we can do it.”
One professor asked why the college was
uncomfortable requiring students to waive
protections under FERPA at orientation, to
which Branham noted it may actually be il¬
legal to do and additionally is “philosophi¬
cally problematic,” and would represent a
“shift in the paradigm of our relationship
with students.”
Other professors were astounded that stu¬
dents’ parents are not notified whenever a
student is hospitalized or taken to the health
center, to which Branham retorted they are
in fact notified indirectly-through their insur¬
ance company.
Sargent later noted that mandatory pa¬
rental notification in instances of intoxica¬
tion will not necessarily help students-challenging the task force’s recommendation that
in instances students put them selves in im¬
minent danger from excessive alcohol con¬

sumption, parents need to be part of the sup¬
port process in tackling the student’s drink¬
ing problems.
Many professors expressed grave con¬
cern that the committee’s recommendations
were hardly going to change the pervasive
drinking on campus. The faculty emphasized
the role of responsible upperclass drinkers
as role models and the need for a change in
the way the college targets drinking begin¬
ning with admissions and especially continu¬
ing throughout students’ first-semester at
Bates, when faculty claim students’ social be¬
haviors develop.
Varying opinions were viewed as profes¬
sors had to be cut off in order to adjourn the
meeting in timely matter. French Professor
Kirk Read defended the committee’s deci¬
sions asking “Who in this room was not
drunk in college? ...it evens out."
Another professor asked emotionally “Do
you honestly think anything is going to
change?”
Additionally, in one of the final comments
on the topic, President Harward drew from
Henry Wechsler’s Harvard University report
on binge drinking which addressed the dan¬
ger of “pluralistic ignorance”-the fact that
students assume everybody else drinks, so
they drink, even though the truth is most stu¬
dents do not drink heavily on a regular ba¬
sis. Harward stressed that if Bates could con¬
vince students that the majority of students
don’t drink all the time, incidents of danger¬
ous alcohol consumption might plummet rap¬
idly.
Some professors’ concerns were ad¬
dressed when history professor Steve
Hodschtat presented the progress and direc¬
tion of the committee on residential life, which
he chairs. Surprisingly, the committee’s re¬
port indicates it may be taking steps that di¬
rectly contradict the college’s current poli¬
cies and the alcohol committee’s recommen¬
dation, specifically regarding the enforce¬
ment of alcohol policies in residence halls.

Residential Life Committee Recommends Major
Changes in Report to Faculty on Dorm Problems
By DAVID WELIVER

Assistant News Editor
History Professor and Chair of the Com¬
mittee on the Future of Residential Life, Steve
Hochstadt presented the committee’s prelimi¬
nary report to the faculty at its meeting on
Mon., April 2,2001. Callingfor changes in firstyear orientation, housing, faculty involvement
in residential life and misconduct sanctions,
the report raises some controversial issues
regarding the nature of residential life at
Bates and may even challenge current school
policy.
Hochstadt emphasized that a major goal
of the committee is “raising the intellectual
tone at Bates by breaking barriers between
academic meetings and dorm life.” The com¬
mittee no longer wants such a large separa¬
tion between students’ lives in academic build¬
ings from eight to four and their lives in dorm
rooms the rest of the school year.
The committee’s report highlights alcohol
abuse and associate behavioral problems to
be a large concern in dorms, citing in particu¬
lar the three percent of “crisis” situations re¬
sulting from student alcohol abuse. The re¬
port al^o nojes problems with sty dejits Jaeliev■
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ing “they are adults and therefore subject to
no regulation,” going on to claim inadequate
self-policing among the student community
and students’ inability to say “no” to peers.
The report says students believe property
damage is normal at Bates and “don’t have
a sense of belonging to and being respon¬
sible for the space in which they live.”
The committee proposes, “Building on
present housing staff infrastructure (e.g.
JAs/RCs) and re-evaluating some compo¬
nents of the present housing system.” In¬
cluded in this proposal will be a consider¬
ation of the integration of first years into the
larger student population, an increased num¬
ber of JAs and RCs, articulating the roles
and responsibilities of security, including in¬
creasing the size of the security force, and
creating a hotline for students to report trou¬
bling information.
A large portion of the report also urges
the consideration of increased faculty in¬
volvement with both residential life and firstyear orientation. Suggested is the creation
of an academic “AESOP” trip in which stu¬
dents attend a retreat with a faculty mem¬
ber for a vigorous intellectual experience.
Also suggested is the possibility of faculty
+ + ♦ +
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members in residence in first-year centers
or as advisors to housing groups.
Lastly, the report encourages the increase
of sanctions for student misconduct. The re¬
port cites the reluctance of the SCO to re¬
voke student privileges as a punishment, in¬
cluding one’s number in the housing lottery,
parking permits, or participation in co-curricular activities. Without making specific
recommendations, the report hints towards
strengthening the severity of student sanc¬
tions both before students are brought to the
SCC and as a result of SCC hearings.
The Committee on the Future of Residen¬
tial Life has been holding weekly meetings
with students, administrators, security, JAs
and RCs, the President, and the chairs of the
SCC, as well as reviewing reports by previ¬
ous studies on residential problems and
holding open-campus meetings.
The committee defines its mission as, “to
work with different groups within the col¬
lege to develop and articulate a vision for
the standard of student life at Bates College
and the role of the faculty in it and to de¬
scribe a series of steps by which that vision
could be achieved and ways to measure the
success of those steps if adopted.”

Davis Offers
Praise, Fondness
In Memory of
Benjamin Mays
By JASON HIRSCHHORN

Assistant News Editor
A group of students and faculty attended
an evening in praise of the late Benjamin
Mays, a Bates alum from the class of 1920.
Mays went on to become the President of
Morehouse College and an advisor to Martin
Luther King Jr. and many others. Mr. Willie
Davis, one of the many young men directly
impacted by Mays, gave a lecture on March
29, focusing on Mays’ impact on his life and
the lives of others.
Davis, a Morehouse graduate, is a prac¬
ticing attorney in Boston, MA, a former U.S.
Magistrate Judge and former Assistant U.S.
Attorney for the District of Massachusetts
and Assistant Attorney General for the Com¬
monwealth of Massachusetts. Davis is also
the father of Bates graduate, Roland Davis,
class of 1992.
President Harward welcomed students,
faculty and the Davis family to the event, say¬
ing, “It is imperative we all come to under¬
stand who he was, what he did and not just
in the ceremonial sense....”
Davis began his talk by saying how happy
he was that his son was present to hear him
speak about such a great man. Davis cred¬
ited Mays as, “the reason why Morehouse
College was named and is repeatedly named
the top African American Institution in the
country.” Mays served Morehouse as PresiContinued on Page 11

US Rep. Baldacci
to Speak at Bates
U.S. Rep. John Ba’dacci will discuss
“Economic Implications of Entrepre¬
neurship” at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, April
12, in the Keck Classroom of Pettengill
Hall on the Bates College campus. The
public is invited to attend this Bates
Seminar Series in Entrepreneurship
lecture free of charge.
Baldacci’s falk will focus on how the
state of Maine has addressed the chal¬
lenges of developing successful new
ventures for state economies. Born and
raised in Bangor, Baldacci worked in his
family business while serving in the
state legislature and earning a B.A. in
history from the University of Maine,
Orono. Through his experience in the
family restaurant business, Baldacci
learned much about the opportunities
and challenges facing Maine's small
businesses.
Baldacci was first elected to public
office in 1978, when he won a seat on
the Bangor City Council at the age of
23. In 1982, he was elected to the Maine
State Senate, where he served until his
election to the United States House of
Representatives in 1994. Re-elected to
Congress in 1996, 1998 and again in
2000, he serves on the house agricul¬
ture and transportation and infrastruc-,
ture committees. Through this commit¬
tee work, he has been involved in deci¬
sions important to the second district’s
natural resource-based economy.
For more information, call the Bates
College Office of Career Services at 207786-6232 or check the seminar series
Web site at
<http://www.bates.edii/eareer/BSSE>.
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Final session of the year
is contentious in BA

from frontpage

submit their budget on time and was penal¬
ized a mandatory 25% according to budget
committee guidelines. Furthermore, with
$4,751 carrying over from their previous
year’s budget, the committee decided not to
allocate any new funds to the organization
because the committee did not believe RA
funds should be used to pay off
organization debts. Current budget guide¬
lines, however, do not address organization
debt in terms of budget allocation.
After paying the debts incurred by previ¬
ous members of the WOC, the club would be
left with only $51 to operate next year - an
amount deemed unable to support the club’s
existence. The bill was then designed to al¬
low the club enough funds to squeak by dur¬
ing the upcoming year.
In last week’s RA meeting, Robinson Play¬
ers Representative and coauthor of the bill
to allocate funds to the WOC said “It was ri¬
diculous that an organization had no funds
to work from.... As idealist as it sounds, there
still the chance, I guess, that with co-sponsorships, Women of Color won’t cease to ex¬
ist.”
Opponents of the bill to allocate RA funds
to WOC cited the lack of initiative on behalf
of the organization in preparing its budget
and failing to seek funds through the griev¬
ance process. Rebecca Dodd announced the
club’s “absence of leadership bothers me and
was can’t reward that.”
Pilgrim defended the WOC”s actions ar¬
guing “I took this as a clear message that
the RA was not willing to fund WOC and that
I would have to (somehow) find other sources
of income for the next fiscal year, so I did not
go through the grievance process.”
The committee’s grievance mediator re¬
sponded saying that several other clubs who
had been given $0 were able to obtain funds
through grievance.
Wilcox defended the budget committee’s
actions vehemently throughout the meeting,
combating accusations that the WOC would
be left helpless without funds, noting “oper¬
ating costs must benefit the entire campus
and other organizations or the RA will be
happy
to cosponsor activities WOC is interested in
planning.”
This year the WOC cosponsored the “No
More Prisons” conference and had hoped to
bring a well-known Caribbean disk jockey to
speak and broadcast on WRBC.
Referring to two bills passed quickly and
unanimously earlier in the meeting, Baseball
Representative Andy Stanton bellowed “[The
RA] just allocated $3,800 from this same fund
so people can play with toys and have a con¬
cert. We’re talking about $1,100 so a club can
survive.” Having allocated $800 to the Bates
Christian Fellowship for the purpose of buy¬
ing toys for student stress-relief and $3,000
for WRBC’s Ronjstock, many students found
it silly there was such opposition to allowing

WOC minimal funds to operate next year. The
allocation of the money dropped next year’s
available RA co-sponsorship fundsfrom
$10,000 to $8,995.
Before voting on the bill, RA Vice Presi¬
dent Brent Jarkowski found it difficult to
maintain order as Wilcox consistently looked
for opportunities to defend the committee’s
decision regarding debt and show that money
would be available to the WOC next year
through co-sponsorships. Surdukowski then
blurted out, “Why don’t we just give them this
money now?”
When chided for speaking out of turn
Surdukowski quipped “The truth isn’t ever
out of order.”
Another issue that stirred debate earlier
in the meeting arose from an anonymous
email to the- RA complaining about the eth¬
ics of the senior class gift election. The email
authors claimed the ballots and committee
members at the ballot table were biased and
attempted to sway voters to choose scholar¬
ships as the gift over other options.
Senior Class President Mike Carrigan de¬
fended the election process noting that there
was considerable pressure from the giving
office to decide on a gift and that only twice
in the last 10 years has the senior class gift
been voted upon by students.
The election in which 228 seniors voted
was based on a ballot listing five choices for
the senior class gift: a stipend for senior the¬
sis research, a scholarship, cardiovascular
equipment for the gym, increased lighting
and security phones in poorly lit areas, and
an other category for write in suggestions.
Controversy arose over the fact three sub¬
categories were listed under the scholarship
choice: an award to a student from the
Lewiston-Auburn area, an award to a stu¬
dent from at least 2,000 miles away, and an
other category.
It was noted that a Bates alumnus agreed
to match the senior class gift with $5,000, but
only if the gift fell under the umbrella of the
Bates Annual Fund, limiting the eligible gifts
to a scholarship or stipend. Gift Committee
Vice President Pamela Murchie defended the
election saying “We were there to educate
students - in no way did we coerce voters.”
Arguments were made over whether the
125 votes for the scholarship, a narrow ma¬
jority, was a valid way of determining the
class gift when only 49 were for the winning
gift: a scholarship to a L/A student when 60
students checked other or left thescholarship
subcategory blank.
Stanton demanded that the controversy
was preposterous saying, “49 votes went for
the L/A scholarship and 47 went to the cardio
machines. There you have it.”
The RA voted to determine whether the
sense of the body was to demand a run-off
election between scholarships or to endorse
the current election results. In a 37-10 vote,
the discussion was dropped and the senior
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RA Budget Committee Chair Melissa Wilcox at last night’s meeting
class gift, a scholarship for a Lewiston/Auburn student, was upheld.
One final resolution debated at the meet¬
ing was submitted by incoming chair of the
Student Conduct Committee, James Peyster,
asking that incoming chairs to the SCC be
allowed to sit in on SCC hearings as a silent
witness before taking office, due to the high
level of responsibility and many different fac¬

ets of the SCC chair’s job.
, Admitting the resolution wonld have to be
approved by the faculty, deans and SCC,
Peyster noted that it was highly unlikely such
a practice would aide him in his upcoming
seat. Despite the concern that mock hearings
could do the job and that a limited number of
ears is desirable in SCC hearings, the reso¬
lution passed by a wide margin.

Work for
The Bates Student
We are currently accepting
applications for all Assistant Editor
Positions for Next Semester
Interested? Email: Will Coghlan
(wcoghlan) or Asad Butt (abutt)

Batesies Successful in
Bid to Reduce Acid Rain
The Bates College Planeteers, a group of
Bates environmental economics students,
have successfully purchased an emissions
permit good for one ton of sulfur dioxide in
the 2001 Acid Rain Alowance Auction held
annually by the Chicago Board of Trade. The
group intends to retire the permit so that it
can never be used, reducing the total amount
of sulfur dioxide emissions this year by one
ton.
Bates College is one eight schools to pur¬
chase a permit this year. The auction is part
of the Environmental Protection Agency’s
acid rain program, which has been very suc¬
cessful in reducing sulfur dioxide emissions
and providing economic incentives for utili¬
ties that pursue cleaner technologies. The

auction is a required part of the 1990 Clean
Ar Act.
“Here’s to economic incentives at work
and a little less acid in Maine’s lakes,” said
Lynne Bennett, associate professor of eco¬
nomics at Bates College. “This is something
students will remember long after they leave
Bates College—and it’s text-book economICS.

Students researched the bidding process
and proposed a bid amount with each stu¬
dent contributing $5 to the final bid amount
of $191 made on March 20. The students
learned of their successful bid, listening
through a live Internet link, when the Chi¬
cago Board of Trade announced the bid re¬
sults at press conference in late March.

Looking for the right place to
go to school this summer?
Look no further!
www.brandeis.echi/sunuiier • 781-736-3424
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Ben Jackson Awarded First
Withrow Memorial Award
The College is pleased to announce that Ben Jackson, ’02, has been selected as the first
winner of the Jessie Withrow Memorial Award for Chem-Free Leadership. The award was
created by the friends and family of Jessie Withrow, ’02, who was tragically killed this past
summer by a drunk driver near her home in Alaska.
From East Woodstock, Connecticut, Ben selves as a junior advisor in Roger Williams
Hall and is an active member of the Bates Discordians and the Martial Arts Club. Ben
exhibits strong leadership abilities in his role as a junior advisor and has helped plan many
activities that have provided positive chem-free alternatives on campus. Ben is very hon¬
ored to have the opportunity to remember Jessie’s personal spirit and chem-free legacy at
Bates through the award.
Please join us in offering your congratulations to Ben for his selection as the recipient of
this important award.

Dump and Run: Making a difference
by making your life easier!
Did you know that the average American consumes ten times as much as the aver¬
age person living in China and thirty times as much as the average person living in
India? The waste generated in this country in one year is enough to fill a convoy of
garbage trucks so long that it can wrap around the world six times and reach halfway
to the moon. In 1996, Americans, representing only 5 percent of the world’s popula¬
tion, used nearly a third of its resources, so much that if everyone consumed as much
as we do at least four additional planets-worth of resources would be needed to sup¬
port the human race.
Dump & Run is-a small initiative to curb such excesses. You might not know it (we
didn’t), but every spring several tons of perfectly good chairs, decorations, clothing,
books and other useful items are thrown away by Bates students hurriedly trying to
move out, understandably with little time to find a home for the unwanted items among
their dwindling and equally hurried friends and house-mates. These things, as we all
know, do have a home, the trouble seems to be with getting them there. Dump & Run
means to make easy and available the simple alternative of offering those things to a
yard-sale, profits of which are given to charity
During finals week and short term a large box will be located in each dorm, and as
students leave they may feel free to drop in anything that they think someone else
could find useful. Off-campus students are welcome to drop off them things in any dorm
or at Holmes House (143 Wood St.). Ideas for what you might leave include, but is not
limited to the following;
- furniture, rugs, and lamps
- clothes
- non perishable food
- desk supplies and alarm clocks

- toys
- books
- dishes
- music

j

- art
- toiletries
- silverware

The sale will not discriminate between any sort of saleable and nonsaleable catego¬
ries, it will just sell whatever it can, so feel free to be liberal. Big furniture is welcome.
Proceeds will be donated to the Lewiston/Auburn organization P.E.A.S.. (Promoting
Entertainment and Skills), a new program that immerses youth in experiential learn¬
ing and practical skill development by involving them in several real concert produc■ tions for local and national artists. If anyone is interested in helping us with the collec¬
tion or sale, just contact any member of the Community Service House or call our
common-room phone at x6787. Happy dumping.

Fulbright
Holocaust to be Remembered in Film Fellowships
Asad Butt/Tlie Bates Student

Ben Jackson is congratulated by President Harward in last week’s RA meeting_

The College will sponsor a program in honor of Holocaust Remembrance Day at 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 12, in the Benjamin Mays Center on the Bates College campus. The public is
invited to attend free of charge. Co-sponsored by the Bates Jewish Cultural Community and
the Office of the Chaplain, the service will include readings by Bates students, faculty and
staff. A 45-minute documentary film featuring interviews with Jewish Holocaust survivors
prepared by Steven Speilberg’s nonprofit Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Founda¬
tion will follow the service.

from frontpage
Professor of Biology Will Ambrose Jr. to the
University of Oslo. Ambrose, working on a
Fulbright Faculty Scholarship, has spent the
last year in Norway studying Arctic sea-floor
ecology.
Ambrose is now completing research on

the relationships between processes occur¬
ring on the seafloor and in the overlying wa¬
ter and how they might contribute to global
warming.
Last year, Ambrose accompanied two stu¬
dents on a month-long senior-thesis research
project aboard the U.S. Coast Guard cutter
Polar Sea to the ice-covered Chukchi Sea,
northeast of Alaska. Ambrose, the students
and two other researchers studied the diver¬
sity of single-cell ice algae, the distribution
of ice algae in ice-core samples and whether
sea floor-based organisms consume ice algae.

Ask the Question Marquis
Q: Dear Question Marquis: I’m a two-timer. My boyfriend doesn't know that I’ve been cheating on him. Anyway,
yesterday he told me he’s hired a lawyer to help him legally change his name to...get this...the name of the guy I’m
cheating on him with! That’s very screwed up. - Christina in NY
A: Um...you don’t...perhaps...in that case...no. You must CHALLENGE...yourself-to a duel. Yes.
Q: Dear Question Marquis: Just the other day, I was at the library using the computer catalog thing, and this total stranger
stops and he acts all concerned and offers to help me. But I didn't need any help! I'm sick of people treating me like an idiot
just because I’m beautiful. - Kara in D.C.

Ask the Question Marquis is a sporadically produced
advice column, because proper loving takes time. It is to be

A: First of all, thank you for being beautiful. It takes courage. Now, 1 once overheard Descartes saying that it is not so much
that men think beautiful women are stupid, as that beautiful women make men stupid, and then they just try to talk to
them on their own level. But Rene would say anything to the girls at those singles salons, so who can say if it is true. I know
nothing of such things myself. In honesty, I have never been able to get past a beautiful woman’s.. .euh. ..beautifulness.. .to
even notice her intellect. But I will try to answer your question.

read with a silly French accent. The views of the Question
Marquis are his alone and are in no wav to be construed as
representative of his sponsor, Questia, you American pigs.

Questia is only
$1995* a month?
I find more
change in my
bathwater!
(Longer or shorter
subscriptions available.)

To begin with, anyone who insults your intelligence you must challenge to a duel. That goes without saying. But I must
ask, was this stranger an American? If so, that makes no sense for him to consider you stupid-it is as the pot calling the
other pot a kettle, or however that goes.

“Maybe this library is not the best place for you to meet people. My boudoir, on the
other hand, is a wonderful place to meet interesting people. People like...me’.’
But my real advice is this: Maybe this library is not the best place for you to meet people. My boudoir, on the other hand,
is a wonderful place to meet interesting people. People like.. .me. And while you’re here, I can show you how to use Questia
to write a much more impressive research paper. And much more quickly-but please, do not feel the need to rush while
you are here. You, me, Questia, a bottle of Chateau d’Alembert. Sounds enticing, no? All those books and journal articles
online, no need to skim the text or write your bibliography.. .oh, I cannot bear it! Please, come over.

q u e s tOa

•Price subject to change. See web site for current pricing. Internet access not
included. ©2001 Questia Media, Inc. Questia, the Questia logotype. “Better Papers.
Faster” the Question Marquis, the Question Marquis signature, and the Question
Marquis question mark symbol are service marks of Questia Media, Inc.
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Ashcroft May Allow Victim’s Families to View Arms Sales Become Central to US-China Stand¬
McVeigh Execution
off
U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft is leaning toward approval of a closed-circuit feed
of the execution of convicted Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh, which would allow
members of the victims’ families to observe the lethal injection, Justice Department officials
said Monday. Ashcroft will announce a decision today, after returning from Oklahoma City,
where he plans to hold a closed-door meeting yesterday with about 200 family members. A
senior aide to Ashcroft stressed no decision will be made until after the attorney general’s
meeting with the families.
Both Ashcroft and the Bureau of Prisons, which is an agency of the Justice Department,
have expressed a desire to accommodate the wishes of the Oklahoma City families. Ashcroft
and Kathleen Hawk Sawyer, director of the Bureau of Prisons, are also expected to an¬
nounce today whether they will allow televised interviews with McVeigh in the weeks lead¬
ing up to his execution. Justice Department officials have privately debated for weeks what
their policy will be with regard to granting televised interviews of any of the 20 inmates on
federal death row in Terre Haute.

Bush Appoints First Gay Leader of National AIDS
Policy Office
President Bush has appointed gay Republican Scott Evertz to lead the White House Of¬
fice of National AIDS Policy, the White House announced on Monday. Evertz, 38, is a fund¬
raising executive with a faith-based senior citizens program in Milwaukee. He becomes the
first gay person to lead the office, which was established by President Clinton in 1994.
One official said the office would expand efforts to confront the “growing global health
care crisis.” The official said Evertz’s office would coordinate policy with the departments
of State, Health and Human Services and with the White House Domestic Policy Council.
The official also said a full-time representative from each of the departments will work in
the AIDS policy office. The official added that the Bush budget provides an increase in
AIDS/HIV funding through the HHS Department. It also boosts funding for AIDS/HIV at the
Centers for Disease Control by $23 million. Evertz is the Wisconsin president of the Log
Cabin Republicans, the most influential gay and lesbian Republican organization in the
country. Bush met with Evertz and other Log Cabin Republicans in Austin, Texas, last April,
a move that drew attention because the GOP’s 1996 presidential nominee, Bob Dole, refused
to meet with them and even returned campaign donations.

Wealthy Texas Districts Sue Over “Robin Hood” Law
Four property-wealthy school districts filed suit Monday against a Texas school finance
reform law which requires them to share funds with poorer districts, claiming it is an un¬
constitutional state property tax. Under the law known as “Robin Hood,” 84 property-wealthy
school districts statewide are expected to share $522 million of their property-tax revenues
with other districts in the current school year.
The system of wealth-sharing was approved by the Texas Supreme Court in 1995, after it
threw out three school funding laws and ordered lawmakers to even out funding available to
school districts that had varying property tax bases. Texas has neither an income tax nor a
statewide property tax. The lawsuit was filed in Austin by West Orange-Cove Consolidated
and Port Neches-Groves school districts in southeast Texas, Coppell in Dallas County and
La Porte near Houston.

Conservative Group to Target DeLay for Alleged
Finance Violations
A conservative public interest watchdog group that hounded Democratic President Bill
Clinton for years now plans to target Tom DeLay, third-ranking Republican in the U.S. House
of Representatives. Judicial Watch, which challenged Clinton’s ethics on a variety of fronts,
from pardons to fund-raising, said on Monday it intends to take on DeLay for allegedly
offering to sell potential donors access to members of the Bush administration.
Larry Klayman, the group’s chairman and general counsel, said Judicial Watch will bring
“multiple legal action” against DeLay as well as the National Republican Congressional
Committee (NRCC). Spokespersons for DeLay and the NRCC said DeLay had done nothing
wrong in seeking Republican donations of $300 to $500.

Students meet with Pres. Search Committee
“admissions process is not need blind and
one of our future goals should be to make it
need-blind.” Jensen reminded that increas¬
ing the endowment would help in this pur¬
suit.
Garcia, an admissions officer, said that
the Bates admissions process is, “nearly
need-blind, but not completely.. .and very few
institutions are completely need-blind.”
Stephanie “Jelly” Borges said, “We can
say we are very diverse because of so many
countries within Europe represented, but we
should also focus on national diversity as
well.” She added, “Race is very important.
We are lacking in numbers.... It would be
good if the President came from a [minority]
background so that the issues could be bet¬
ter understood.” Diana Bisney said outright,
“I would love to see a female candidate,” and
praised Brown University’s recent hiring of
an African-American woman. James Peyster
s'afd that, "While Tm not sure how realistic

from frontpage
it is, I think it could be beneficial to have a
President who has had experience as a col¬
lege professor.”
Students nodded in agreement to a com¬
ment that was tossed into the air as the group
was dispersing. “We want a president who
really wants to be the president of Bates Col¬
lege - in Lewiston, Maine.”
The 16-person committee will be continu¬
ing their work of searching for Bates’ next
President in the coming months. Student
concerns can be directed to the two elected
student representatives on the search com¬
mittee, Graham Veysey and Tahsin Alam who
can be reached at gveysey@bates.edu, and
talam@bates.edu, respectively.
The Presidential Search Committee is made
up of sixteen members, including co-chairs
Jim Orr and Karen Harris, faculty and staff
representatives, and Adam Garcia, Assistant
Dean of Admissios and th.e Executive Assis¬
tant to the Search Committee.

4J.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan offered Monday to help resolve a U.S.-China standoff
over a U.S. spy plane and its 24-member crew, detained in Hainan, China, after a collision
with a Chinese fighter. Taiwan’s president says that he hopes the plane dispute standoff will
not prompt the United States to cut back on arms sales. The U.S. is obligated by law to sell
Taiwan weapons the island needs for its defense. China has been aggressively lobbying
American officials not to approve the arms sales, warning that such deals would severely
harm U.S.-China relations.
U.S. diplomats met with the crew from the Navy EP-3, which made an emergency landing
on Hainan Island eight days ago. Brig. Gen. Neal Sealock, the U.S. Embassy’s military
attache, said all 24 were in good health and “high spirits.”

Former Ambassador Denies Illegal Arms Trans¬
actions
A former U.S. ambassador to Argentina denied on Monday allegations he was involved in
an illegal arms sale scandal currently in courts in the South American country.
Reportedly, a former government arms official told courts that former Ambassador James
Cheek was involved in the illegal sale of arms to Ecuador and Croatia in the 199s. Cheek,
however, said that the charges have been fabricated. The sales, which took place under
former President Carlos Menem, were prohibited because Croatia was under an interna¬
tional arms embargo and because Argentina acted as a guarantor to a peace treaty between
warring Ecuador and Peru.

IMPORTANT COMPUTER NEWS!
This summer, Information Services will betaking some changes to the network and
the way we handle computer sales. Complete information on these changes will be
included in the Back-toSchool computer brochure that will be mailed to your home ad¬
dress in late June. However, we wanted to give you some information on these changes
before you leave campus.
1. When you return to Bates in the fall, the network address of your computer will have
to be registered with Information Services. If you have a computer that is running on
the network now or get a new computer that has a network card and a web browser, you
will have to the internet and run a program that will do the registration for you. Details
on this process will be included in the Backto School brochure that will be mailed to you
in late June.
2. Remember your current password. New passwords will be effective September 19.
Password cards, with your old and new password, will be available at the Ladd Circula¬
tion Desk (bring a photo ID). Even if you know your old password, you will need to pick
up your new password by Sept. 19.
3. Hardware and software requirements for the fall will be sent with the Back-to-Sehool
brochure. Please note that we are not supporting Windows 3.1, ME, XP or wireless
networking.
4. Information Services will not be directly selling computers at 110 Russel St. The
Back-toSchool brochure will give you information on how to order a Bates computer
from either the Dell or Apple web site.
Before you leave campus at the end of this term or short term, there are several mail
maintenance chores you should do.
5. Over the summer, if you will not be reading e-mail sent to your abacus account, please
unsubscribe from all mail lists, both on and off campus.
6. Clean out your mail Dies by deleting any unwanted mail.
7. If you have an off-campus email account, you can forward the email that is sent to
your Bates address-to an off-campus email account by foUowing these instructions:
Login to abacus
At the prompt, type pieo.forward and hit return
At the prompt, type the off-campus email address and hit return
Save the Die by hitting control and x at the same time
Type Y when asked if you want to save modiDed buffer
Hit return to accept the filename .forward
8. To have your email sent to your Bates email address again, followthese instructions:
Login to abacus
At the prompt, type rm.forward and hit return.
During the summer, check the Information Services Back-to-School brochure and web
site, www.bates.edu/computing, for additional information regarding Back-to-School

Benjamin Mays
from page 8
dent for twenty-seven years, from 1940 to
1967. “One can not talk about Benjamin
Mays without talking about Morehouse and
one can not talk about Morehouse College
without also talking about Benjamin Mays.”
Davis discussed Mays’ childhood in the
segregated south, but said that he “never
gave into segregation by never placing him¬
self in a situation where he would be forced
to segregate.” Davis said of Mays, “He was
a man of God...who lit the way for others to
follow.”
When the nonviolent freedom struggle be¬
gan in the Deep South, Mays provided coun¬
sel to Martin Luther King Jr. and eventually,
would’give’ the eulogy at King’s funeral.

Davis remembers Mays as a man of integ¬
rity, but also a man who was very stubborn
and dedicated to his principles, namely edu¬
cation and social justice and the link between
the two.
Davis said that Mays knew practically ev¬
ery student at Morehouse by name, and re¬
called the many sayings that Mays was fond
of reciting as they related to student’s lives.
“We have no guarantee that when we in¬
crease a man’s knowledge we increase his
goodness,” Mays used to say. “It is not a ca¬
lamity to die with a dream, but a calamity
not to dream.” Davis fondly remembered the
words that Mays deHvered in his graduation
speech to Davis’ class. “Wherever you go,
you will be asked, what is Morehouse, where
is Morehouse?. Say .‘Here is. Morehouse. I
am Morehouse.’”
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The Munroe Inn
Bed & Breakfast
123 Pleasant Street
Auburn, Maine 04210

Camp O-AT-KA
Lake Sebago, Maine
O-AT-KA is looking for male cabin counselors and
activity instructors in all areas! Work for one of the
top camps in the country!
Swimming, tennis, canoeing, windsurfing, sailing, archery, riflery,
basketball, baseball, street hockey, pottery, woods hop, drama,
waterskiing, trip leaders, low ropes, soccer, arts & crafts, rocketry,
kitchen help, and much more!
Visit us at: www.campoatka.com
Call for brochure & video!

Connie & Clint Zimmerman
Innkeepers
Tel: 800-668-0638
(207) 782-4984
Web: immu.rnunroeinn.com
E-mail: mumoeinn@munroeinn. com

1-800-818-8455
593 Sebago Rd, Sebago, ME 04029

CALL US!

783-2200

62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN
HOURS:

MON-THURS: 4:30p.m. ■ 1:00a.m.
FRI-SAT:
11:00a. m - 2:00a.m.
Sunday:
11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.

UN I l\k/UUdlNU
INTRODUCING

_—

ClMNASTlX

WITH SWEET ICING
ONLY

$2.99

r1
I

I
I

I

MONDAY,
TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY

MONDAY,
TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY

98

98

$5

LARGE
1-TOPPING PIZZA
'DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/01
Valid at participating stores only.

$9

2 LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS

98 BATES SPECIAL
$11
2 LARGE
99
1-TOPPING
PIZZAS
'DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

'DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/01
Valid at participating stores only.

Expires: 5/31/01
Valid at participating stores only.

Not valid with any other special or

Not valid with any other special or

Not valid with any other special or

coupon. Customer

coupon. Customer

coupon. Customer

pays all sales tax.

pays all sales tax.

pays all sales tax.

1198

$6

LARGE
1 -TOPPING
PIZZA
’DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

I

Write for The Bates Student over short term.
Email abutt or mearriga if your interested.
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lsatVgmatVGREYmcatVnclex

The only thing
between you and
a higher score
is a modem.
No matter who you are, no matter where you are. With Kaplan—
the world leader in test prep—prepare online for the LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, MCAT or NCLEX. You will score higher...guaranteed.

KAPLAN
1 -800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Your term paper is due at S
It’s 3 a.m.
The library’s closed.
"Vbu need serious help.

Introducing questia.com
The online library.
FREE* 1-WEEK TRIAL

Now you can view entire books for all
your research. You’ll save time with
powerful tools like automatic footnote
and bibliography builders, a dictionary,
thesaurus, plus encyclopedia access
Even highlight and make notes in
the margins of books. So you can
write better papers, easier and faster.
Hurry, sign up now for your free trial.

Better Papers. Faster.

www.questia.com
©2001 Questia Media America, Inc. Questia, the Questia logotype, and “Better
Papers. Faster." are service marks of Questia Media and its affiliates.
‘Free trial offer expires at 11:59 P.M. PST, April 30.2001. Internet access and accept¬
ance of online subscriber agreement required. See www.questia.com for details.

Apply for all Assistant Editor Positions for
next year. Email wcoghlan or dneumann today!
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‘Picasso’ Melds Science, Art, on the Stage
By JAY SURDUKOWSKI
Critic-at-Large
Matteo Pangallo directed Steve Martin’s
play “Picasso at the Lapin Agile” at Gannett
Theater this weekend. This Robinson Play¬
ers production was a decent effort. It cer¬
tainly entertained, but had moments that left
something to be desired.
I think the biggest disappointment was the
failure of the play, and this production of it,
to make good on the billing writ with such
philosophical gravity
in the program to
achieve something
great. What is prom¬
ised is profound: a
marriage of art and
science, the would-be lovers perpetually
spliced apart by society. Matteo Pangallo dra¬
matically asserts in the program: “At some
higher level of creation, both art and science
are composed of the same elements of truth
and beauty.” We are told that “the Lapin Ag¬
ile becomes that location of that higher level
of creation.”
I just don’t see it. The flamboyant over¬
acting at times of Picasso (Graham Veysey)
and Einstein (Tim O’Neil) doesn’t convince.
A great deal of foppish flailing about and
orgiastic gawking at cheesy stars projected
on the ceiling is poor substitute for some
great synthesis of the (falsely construed, one
might argue, but that’s another matter) bi¬
nary of art and science.
But all this may not be anyone’s fault. It’s
hard to grasp the subtlety in trying to con¬
strue “absolutes,” an endeavor as elusive as
the quest for a unified field theory. I know
this is supposed to be a comedy, but the sub¬
ject is fire. With such plays, serious messages
are often couched in the fits and laughs of
comedy. Just because a play is a comedy
doesn’t mean that the profound abstains
from weaving its way in. Regrettably the
notes of seriousness we were supposed to
pick up on were made sickly superficial. The
over-dramatic spotlighting when Picasso or
Einstein would have an epiphany made these
moments where we might even glean some
idea of import, of the absolute, of “truth,” all
the more ridiculous. It reminded me of the
heightened extra-obvious gestures and play-

dough facial features that are the staple of
early silent films. Because there is no spo¬
ken word, the ideas must be beaten over the
viewers heads with an extremity of acting in
those films. In theater, there are words ren¬
dering over acting unnecessary.
I believe that Matt Royles (Gaston) and
Ruth Grossinger (Germaine) leant the play
a tremendous consistency They were the
girders that held the structure together.
Without them, the production would buckle
under the weight of its unevenness of acting
and helter-skelter plotless plot. These two
were the real work¬
horses of the produc¬
tion. The brothers
Pangallo will surely
concur that in theater,
as in politics, there
are workhorses and there are show horses.
Royles and Grossinger had clarity, timing,
divine consistency and the sympathy of the
audience — all this without outlandish spas¬
tic debacles of gesture and in the case of the
weird Elvis character, gratuitous gyration.
They were also the funniest, plain and
simple. I want to see more of them.
Jozef Amado (Charles Dabernow
Schmendiman) came on very strong at first,
but his performance soon tapered. It was not
his best work, I don’t think.
Sarah Suzanne Wilson (Suzanne/An Ad¬
mirer) was a real pleasant presence on the
stage. I look forward to seeing this stellar
ballroom dancer and genuinely nice person
do more in theater. She played her part with
quiet authority, and did not slip into the temp¬
tations of obnoxious over acting. The bra
scene was fascinating, gutsy, and unexpected
(though, the item of clothing did not exist
until circa 1910-15).
Melissa McKay (Sagot) was a delight to
behold. As in “Vital Signs,” McKay’s facial
expressions were consistently mesmerizing.
I found myself transfixed again, as I was with
the earlier performance, by the nuances of
emotion that could be read on her neat little
face. I believe that the audience did not re¬
act as strongly as they should of to the char¬
acter. I fear this may be because of the con¬
fusion as to the gender and/or sexuality of
Sagot: a thoroughly neuter name. Was she
supposed to be a lesbian? Those are earrings,
no? And women’s shoes... Perhaps a gay or

Theater Review

The cast and crew of Steve Martin’s play, “Picasso at the Lapin Agile” pose outside
Gannett Theater.
effeminate man? What was all that naked
messenger boy s—t about? Was she just play¬
ing a man (as we learn is the case if we read
the program)? Too bad. She’s so good. I think
the nervousness and cool reception of the
audience was an intriguing mini-case study
in the dramatic difficulties modern society
is still severely wracked with regarding sexu¬
ality and gender, even at “progressive” Bates.
Tim O’Neil’s Einstein was O.K. At times,
though, the performance seemed in earnest.
O’Neil appeared to be overly concerned in
spots with saying the lines correctly. Occa¬
sional problematic delivery aside, O’Neil’s
take on Einstein generally is a treat. The
character of Einstein fit O’Neil well. He was
surely meant to play Einstein in a play at
some point in his life. I can think of no one
else on campus that could have pulled it off
as well as he did.
And the last person worthy of note in my
opinion, is Picasso (Graham Veysey). Picasso
in life was a complete bastard. Graham cap¬
tured this very, very well. It was a little un¬
canny in fact how much of a prick he was
able to play; I hope I never get on Graham’s
bad side. His character was supposed to be
arrogant and Graham for the night was ar¬
rogance, its absolute and complete epitome.

There is something infinitely intoxicating
about watching a really arrogant man pon¬
tificate about himself. Hate swells in the ob¬
server, but so too does its opposite, a grudg¬
ing love. The truly arrogant person that we
all fall for is the one that is so honest about
it, so in your face. The audience hated
Picasso, but also wanted to be alone in lik¬
ing him. It is a strange, strange paradoxical
romance. Flamboyant overactive gesturing
aside, Graham’s debut was a good one. I am
particularly fond of the patrician manner of
speech Graham brings to the Bates stage. His
words are thick with sophistication, delibera¬
tion, and persuasion. They fit this character
perfectly. He just can’t ever play a Marxist.
Graham also has an absolute star quality
that only John Ambrosino and Chloe LaraRussack possess right now on this campus.
People want to go see Graham in shows. They
want to go with him to RA meetings or presi¬
dential search discussions. They want to
have dinner with him. They want to hang out.
They want to, they want to, they want to...
Jozef Amado always asks me with a shout,
half-joking, Jay, are you going to save Bates?’
If anyone is going to save Bates — theater,
government, and life, it might just be Gra¬
ham.

Norton Requiem Highlights Choir Concert
BY JAY SURDUKOWSKI
Critic-at-Large
The Choir and Orchestra performed Carl
Orff’s Carmina Burana and the Norton Re¬
quiem this weekend, but I feel only the Re¬
quiem is worth critical mention. Carmina is
Carmina, a popular piece that is nice to hear,
but it lacks compelling content that is fod¬
der for further comment on. The crowd-pleas¬
ing bombast and secular status of the work
speaks for itself.
But the Requiem by Greg Norton, this is
something I must expound on. These two per¬
formances were the premiere of this piece,
which was composed in partial fulfillment of
an honors thesis in music. Having followed
its creation closely, I can say that there was
something viscerally appealing in seeing the
work that I had known only as bits of glass
and clay in a mosaic explode in full color,
mural sized, on the Olin stage. The anemic
computer sounds that Greg had composed

with had given way to healthy, full-bodied
instrumental and choral expressions. The
piece was no longer an electronic notation
or a piano reduction, but a through-andthrough opus in full glory of live performance.
The piece begins quite well with the
strains of violins, building slowly It is remi¬
niscent of the prelude of Richard Wagner’s
“Lohengrin.” The piece wends its way slowly
through the kyrie, except for parts where
suspenseful build-up is evident. At one point
it is quite compelling and vaguely echoes the
tension that builds in Jean Sibelius’
“Finlandia.” At this point during the dress
rehearsal, Greg asked me if it was O.K. if he
paced in front of me. For the rest of the per¬
formance, he did so. His occupied manner of
cutting back and forth across the room only
heightened the drama in the hall created by
the various build-ups and releases that pep¬
per the work.
The generally slow nature of the kyrie
gives way to the splendid and powerful dies
irae. It is the most concentrated movement,

as powerful at its climax as the operatic
crashings that characterize Giuseppe Verdi’s
dies irae. I like Greg’s dies irae almost bet¬
ter than Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s. The
quieter parts of the dies irae have a sublime
passive aggressive death/love quality, also
reminiscent of Wagner. It is fascinating, vex¬
ing, and sad. Most compelling
The tuba mirum is milque toast. I do not
care for it very much. It is a weak calm be¬
fore the stimulating storm of the liber
scriptus. The beginning of the liber scriptus
has a grand hook, a plucking, pulling of
strings that stays constant for some minutes,
providing a tugging, subtly powerful guide
through the rest of the sound. The movement
invokes for me the telltale heart of Edgar
Allen Poe. Do you hear the beating? Do you?
Can’t you hear it? The insistence of the thing.
The insistence. Again, an edge is present in
the music; this is the charming central at¬
traction I think, of the entire work. It is, what
Greg would call “scary s—t.”
The lacrimosa is also a triumph. It is

soaked in the richness of medieval sounds:
the beginning is chant-like. It recalls the work
of Tomas Victoria, Henryk Goreki’s “Misere,”
and in a vague way, Sergei Rachmoninoff’s
“Vespers.” The lacrimosa is compelling and
consistent. It has an aura of finality which a
Requiem should have.
We are then taken into a mournful slide
that is tinged with the sounds of resignation.
This is the offertory. The last solo element
stains the air with its sadness. Unfortunately,
we are not left here. We are forcibly pulled
up by the bursts of the sanctus. This disap¬
points a little; the offertory had put every¬
one in their place with the quiet lamenta¬
tions. The only drawback of the piece here
and in other sections is the ill-placed sing¬
ing of Laurel Killough. Her high voice is too
distinctive and problematic at times that it
is a distraction to the whole.
The agnus dei restores all to the gloomy
side, but it too lurches back up into an upContinued on page 18
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More Women Visual Meaning on Chase Hall Walls
Lighting Up
By KIRSTEN NEWMAN
Assistant Features Editor

By LEAH COSTELLO
Staff Writer

One thing all of the students in Pamela
Johnson’s Visual Meaning class have in com¬
mon is their enthusiasm about the distinc¬
tive course, which allows artists to explore
Last week the Surgeon General released
some mutually agreed upon themes while
a report on women and smoking. This report
working in their own mediums. The three
indicated that the number of adult women
chosen themes for this semester were slow
who smoked declined only slightly during the
art, moving pictures; the body; and surreal¬
last decade, and the number of teenage girls
ism. Some students feel that this is the most
who smoked increased. If more teenage girls
unique studio course offered at Bates. Pete
are smoking this means that more women
Groblewski explains that it is unlike any
entering college are already regular smok¬
other art class because “we have actually
ers, or have tried smoking at some point in
been trying to figure out why we make the
their lives.
art that we do and the ‘meaning’ behind it.”
While smoking is very dangerous for both
Liz Coulson says that it is particularly
men and women, with health effects ranging
useful as an art major because it is a good
from lung cancer to heart disease, women
j method of “discovering new ways of seeing
also face unique health effects. Women are
j something that you might have originally
at risk for reduced fertility, conception delay,
thought of as complete.” Carrie Noel states
ectopic pregnancy, premature menopause,
that “classes like this are rare at Bates - it’s
spontaneous abortions, stillbirths, low birth
been refreshing.” The class also got a chance
weight babies, and sudden infant death syn¬
to work with each other and react to their
drome.
classmates’ works or do their own individual
projects. Students in Visual Meaning collabo¬
rated and helped to choose the works-in¬
The number of women who progress that would be the best representa¬
smoke has sky-rocketed since the tion of the individual’s work throughout the
semester to display in Chase Hall.
1950s, which has led to a 600%
Allyson Melchor and Carrie Noel used
their peers’ reactions to tampons and men¬
increase in women's death rates
struation in their pieces. Melchor did a sur¬
from lung cancer. vey to see how people would react to the line:
“My tampon is leaking.” After having found
that most people were reacting with great
discomfort to this subject of menstruation,
The number of women who smoke has
an occurrence common to half of the popu¬
sky-rocketed since the 1950s, which has led
lation, several students decided to concep¬
to a 600% increase in women’s death rates
tualize their ideas with art. Melchor illus¬
from lung cancer. Lung cancer is now the
trated her discoveries with photos of stained
leading cause of cancer death amongwomen,
surpassing breast cancer. About 90% of all
lung cancer deaths amongwomen who smoke
can be attributed to their tobacco use The
risk of dying from lung cancer increases with
quantity, duration and intensity of smoking.
The risk is 20 times higher among men and
women who smoke 2 or more packs per day
than those who do not smoke. Men and
By KIRSTEN NEWMAN
women who stop smoking greatly reduce
Assistant Features Editor
their risk of dying prematurely and quitting
is beneficial at all ages.
The tobacco industry marketing is one of
Alex Cutler a senior from Worcester,
the main factors influencing susceptibility
Mass., has done his fair amount of work in
and initiating smoking among teenage girls
college, as the pictures on the refrigerator
and young women. These tobacco company
in his off-campus apartment illustrate. From
ads have been extremely successful in tar¬
the all-around soc¬
geting teenagers and young women by asso¬
cer player to the
ciating smoking with independence, rebel¬
busy neuroscience
lion, social desirability, and as a key for
major/Spanish mi¬
weight loss. These themes are conveyed
nor, Alex has also
through ads that feature young, attractive,
managed to keep
slim and athletic models, images that are very
his social life
much at odds with the numerous health con¬
strong (he was
sequences of smoking. Between the years of
nicknamed by his friends as “the king of
1995 and 1999 the total advertising and pro¬
short term” during his sophomore year).
motional expense by the tobacco industry
Last year, Alex spent his second semes¬
rose almost 50% from $4.9 billion to $8.24
ter in Salamanca, Spain to study the lan¬
billion dollars. This intense advertising of
guage and the culture of a new land. Besides
tobacco products focused towards women
learning Spanish and spending the summer
has muted the attempts of media coverage
teaching English to Spanish children last
on the serious health consequence of smok¬
year, Alex was also one of the many crazy
ing among women.
Americans to run with the bulls.
The report by the Surgeon General makes
Back at Bates, Alex spent his fourth and
it clear that smoking is a woman’s issue. This
final year playing soccer for the varsity team
report recommends increasing the aware¬
and working on his year-long senior thesis
ness or the impact of smoking on women’s
in neuroscience. Alex, who tested the effects
health, supportingwomen’s anti-tobacco ad¬
of sex hormones on the anxiety response of
vocacy efforts, carrying out more studies on
rats, will be well prepared for medical school
the health effects of smoking on women, and
after having performed brain surgery on the
launching more state-wide tobacco and con¬
critters. In order to do his experiments, he
trol programs. Almost 75% of women who
had to place ovaries in the brains of female
smoke would like to quit, and yet only 2 to
rats.
3% actually quit each year. These recommen¬
Much of his senior year has been spent
dations by the Surgeon General are aimed at
working hard in the labs but that does not
helping women quit, and cutting down the
mean that Alex does not have time to spend
number of female smokers. Their efforts will
with his friends playing basketball on the
act to curb this epidemic of smoking and
block. His bursting personality and enthusi¬
smoking related disease amongwomen in the
asm about life makes Alex a person you
United States.

Elizabeth Parker’s artwork hangs in Chase Gallery. Her piece is part of an exhibit by
students in Pamela Johnson’s Visual Meaning class.
Erin MuMWTiieBates student
panties and tampons on a clothesline. Noel
created a video illustrating the lack of com¬
fort with the secrecies of tampons and men¬
struation, showing a parody of the journey a
woman must take from her seat in a class¬
room in order to change her tampon dis¬
creetly. Coulson and Groblewski both re¬
worked their own art through regenerating
their own material and creating them into
something that would be more meaningful.
Coulson started with drawings of faces that
she had made and put them through the copy
machine to create threedimensional struc¬
tures of noses with paper, cardboard, and fi¬
nally newspaper. Groblewski studied the
human form by using the photocopier to re¬
work a piece he had done and adding color
while piecing it together.
Megan Simmons used the theme of sur¬

realism in her piece in the display. Simmons
asked a group of people to write down one
warning they remembered hearing or read¬
ing. The assignment was to use words and
lists and creating a way to make them into a
physical body Some answers she got were
warnings from childhood such as “chewwith
your mouth closed,” “no dinner, no dessert,”
or “tie your shoelaces.” Simmons decided to
present warnings in a more serious, recog¬
nizable form: traffic signs.
Each of the pieces in this art exhibit are
part of a process that Johnson encourages
her class to utilize. While each student is free
to use their own form of creative expression
-.Noel has used dance as her personal media
While experimenting with painting and other
forms - these works represent the thought
and meaning behind the artists’ ideas.

Holding Court with Senior Alex Cutler
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should meet before he graduates this June.
What came first, the chicken or the egg?
The egg came first, otherwise, there would
be no chicken.
If you were reincarnated as an animal,
what would you be?
A cheetah, be¬
cause they are
fast.
Or
the
neighbor’s pit bull,
because it is a
tough [dog].
What would you
do on your perfect day?
I would meet my family in Spain and take in
the sights of Madrid and Barcelona. Then I
would meet my buddies on the Spanish is¬
land of Ibiza and take in some sun and se¬
lect models. Then we would go clubbing and
hit the nightlife of Ibiza and eventually meet
Evan for some stargazing.
If your house were going up in smoke,
what would be the first thing you would
grab out of your room?
My roommate’s director’s cut of “Debbie
Does Dallas.” Or the autographed picture of
Anna Kornikova and me.
Do you have a saying that you live by?
Paul Morency, referring to a leak in my bath¬
room since September: “I’ll fix it tomorrow.”
If you could have dinner with anyone,
who would that be and what would you
talk about?
I would eat with Martin Buber and I would
have a philosophical conversation about his

Alex Cutler ‘01

ErinMullin/
T
h

book,1 and Thou.
If you could go back in time, what era
would you choose to live in?
The early 1900s. More specifically, 1918 so I
could say that I was alive when the Boston
Red Sox won the World Series Championship.
What is your favorite meal in commons?
Chicken patties on Saturday mornings.
Do you have any words of wisdom to pass
on upon your departure from Bates?
The Goose opens at 3.
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Dance Explores Cultural Change in Bali
By JAY SURDUKOWSKI

Critic-cit-Large
Carrie Noel presented an intriguing piece
of choreography in partial fulfillment of an
honors thesis in dance and anthropology, an
interdisciplinary project. The work, “Cultural
Movements: A Tracing of Change in Bali" was
in three parts that correspond with chapters
in the written element of her thesis. The work
was part of the larger presentation of the
Bates College Modern Dance Company’s
“Body Speak” which went up last week.
In the program, Noel informs us that the
works are “abstractions of my ideas about
the process of cultural
change in Bali.” The
notes we are given in
the program are spare
and to-the-point. Noel
clearly wants the
dances to stand on their own with a minimal
amount of language’s crutch supporting
them. I guess this decision is wise, but when
a work is so intimately connected with as
intense a written work as an entire thesis —
and an anthropology thesis at that — I, as
an unwitting zombie of this culture of words,
hunger for more complementary text.
I fear that my notions about what cultural
changes are going on in Bali are plagued with
stereotypical specters. I have imperialistsaturated ideas about a culture caught in the
throes of change-over from “primitivism” to
the modern-world. I fear that this notion that
I have is unsophisticated, problematic, and
narrow. If this is what I or others have in mind
going in to see the dance, I fear that certain
motifs are in essence searched for. We look
for struggle in the phrases of the dancers.
We look for figures that are “traditional” and
others that are “modern.” We seem forced
into seeking out binaries and dichotomies
that for all we know may be false and overly
essentialist. I am not sure what can be done
to put my mind at ease besides reading the
thesis...and here I go back to square one,

needing language to enjoy the work with a
good conscience. What does this say about me,
about the audiences of Bates? I am left
troubled by my difficulty with the work, my
failure to appreciate its subject through and
through without more language putting my
mind at ease — I wonder how many are in the
same boat...I wonder what I am to do about
it...
Beyond content and the quandary I have
about trying to make sense of the work’s sub¬
ject, the dances themselves were very excit¬
ing formally. The absolute highlight was the
final one, “Swelling Dialogues.” I enjoyed see¬
ing a group of non-dancers partaking in the
work immensely. They were fresh and filled
with a singularity of pur¬
pose. The elements of
this dance that were inti¬
mately connected to the
floor were fascinating. It
was intriguing to see the
solidity of the ground tapped-into in full force.
The final squeak of feet is perhaps the best
little moment of modern dance I have ever seen
at Bates.
But what mesmerized in this final part was
the duet of Laura Iverson and Amy Burkhardt.
Besides the appeal of this pairing of an ac¬
complished senior and a first-year, the
tableaux they danced was electric. Iverson in
particular was given-over completely to her
art. I could not help being transfixed by the
intensity of her eyes, the hard, clear, and de¬
liberate swivels and turns of her body. She
seemed so in tune with what Carrie has
crafted.
I experienced the same wonder I get when
I see an actor completely taken-over by a role,
as Chloe Lara-Russack was in “The Yellow
Wallpaper” a few weeks ago, or of an artist so
possessed by the act, as Jackson Pollock is in
the famous Hans Namuth footage.
If I am not able to know all the subject and
intent, I am still content with seeing the ardor
with which dancers like Iverson conveyed the
material. But maybe this conundrum echoes
anthropology itself. All answers are not known

Dance Review

Carrie Noel, pictured above, choreographed a dance piece as part of her year long hon¬
ors thesis in anthropology and dance.
_
due to cultural derailments, world-view collisions, and language train wrecks, but the
intensity of importance that certain practices of peoples have can surely be appre¬
ciated by noting the jerks of intense move-

ment, or the fiery commitment of eyes. We
don’t understand but maybe on some levels
we do.

LECTURES
Wednesday, April 11
7 p.m.
Roy Bourgeois, co-founder snd leader in the fight against the U.S.
Array’s School of the Americas. Sponsored by the New World Coa¬
lition. Chase Hall Lounge.
Thursday, April 12
8 p.m.
Thomas Glave, 0. Henry Prize winner and author of the critically
acclaimed Whose Song? and Other Stories reads from his fic¬
tion. Chase Hall Lounge.
Friday, April 20
4:30 p.m.
James P. Parakilas, professor of music, will be introduced as
James. L. Moody ‘53 Family Professor of Performing Arts. He will
discuss The Human (and Non-Human) Musical Faculty. Olin
Concert Hall.

Wednesday, April 11
8 p.m.
Bates College Concert Band, conducted by John Neal. Olin Con¬
cert Hall.
Wednesday, April 11
9 p.m.
Busy Life, Peaceful Center: Violinists Jessie Gagne-Hall ‘04 and
Janice Lewis ‘03. College Chapel.
Thursday, April 12
12:30 p.m.
Noonday Concert: Justin Lloyd ‘01, trumpet, and Mark Howard,
piano, perform music by J.S. Bach, Mozart, and contempoary
composers. Olin Concert Hall.
Thursday, April 12
8 p.m.
Bates students perform a combination of Javanese gamelan, West
African balafon, and Caribbean steel pans. Olin Concert Hall.

IMNOI
Saturday, Arpril 14
7 p.m.
Sunday, April 15
2 p.m.
The Bates College Film Board and L/A Arts present Tango,
an Argentinean film in Spanish with English subtitles. This
film revitalizes the backstage musical tradition with its
strong autobiographical dimension and bold use of con¬
troversial material. Room 104, Olin Arts Center.

Friday, April 13
8 p.m.
DJ benefit dance for breast cancer research. Sponsored by
WRBC. Admission $5. Silo.
Friday, April 13
8 p.m.
Saturday, April 14
8 p.m.
Drawn to the Visible performed by Sarah Weiss ‘01. An inde¬
pendent project in dance with accompaniment from the musi¬
cians from the bluegrass band “Wake the Neighbors.” Olin Con¬
cert Hall.

SB*
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Music News
Techno
Mirwais - Production (Sony)

Mirwais,
t
h
e

French

pushes the disco element even further and
complements it with synthesized vocals. It’s
the lyrics of it that
could make this
song a hit at Bates “I’m a hippie girl,
I’m a hippie boy, I’m
a hippie son, I’m a
hippie friend. I’m
living in a hippie
world, I’m living in a lonely world.” The mood
of tracks slowly changes until it reaches the
anti-pole on track “Paradise (Not For Me).”
This electronic ballad co-produced by Ma¬
donna represents the slow and melancholic
side of this record.
No matter what kind of mood you are in be it either mellow or “let’s dance” mood,
Mirwais with his Production is always a good
pick.

CD REVIEWS

musician
with Ital¬
ian and
Afghani roots, is one of the most important
figures of the French electronica movement.
Listening to his records you might think that
he just copies the music produced by names
such as Daft Punk or Air. To see the truth,
however, you have to go back a couple of
years. In 1979 Mirwais started Taxi Girl,
electronica/diseo band that later, in the early
90s, became the shaping factor of the above
mentioned bands. Therefore it’s more appro¬
priate to say that Daft Punk or Air sound
more like Mirwais than vice versa. Mirwais’
influence wasn’t limited to the French scene
only.
Madonna’s album Music has Mirwais
listed as a producer and if you listen to both
his and her latest albums you realize why.
Mirwais’ latest release Production is a mix
of ambient and trip hop with notable disco
elements. To characterize it with one word, I
would say playful. The cleverness of this CD
is the way it goes from dreamy slow melo¬
dies to catchier disco anthems.
The opening track “Disco Science” defi¬
nitely represents the second group. Close
your eyes and you immediately see yourself
on a dance floor of one of the countless dance
clubs in Paris. The second track “NaiveSong”

More new CDs in Techno section: Lightwave
- Cactus Umbrarum (Horizon Music), Senor
Coconut - El Gran Baile (Rather)
Loud Rock/Metal
Rammstein - Mutter (Universal Records)
Rammstein, a German metal band named
after the US military base in Germany, made
it big with their single “Du hast.” Now they
are back with their third studio album Mut¬
ter and emphasize what was apparent be¬
fore you either love them or hate them.
Pathos-filled vocals, energetic guitars,
German lyrics and an overall industrial metal
sound make Rammstein easily distinguish¬
able. While the same applies for the new CD,

WRBC Dance Party to Benefit
Breast Cancer Research
WRBC is proud to announce its upcoming party to benefit breast cancer research.
The party is scheduled for April 13th and 14th at the Silo, and will feature a
number of DJ’s spinning a variety of music, including:

This week’s featured CD’s are Mirawais (pictured left), a French techno/electronica art¬
ist and Rammenstein, a German metal band.
there are some novelties. After Puff Daddy,
Rammstein are second to take a piggy-ride
on Led Zeppelin masterwork.
The opening song “Mein Herz Brennt”
uses the Kashmir-like strings to enhance the
mellow atmosphere of misery. The following
track “Links 2 3 4” is a return to typical
Rammstein guitar riffs with interludes for the
almost-silent vocals. Track number six car¬
ries the name of the album - “Mutter” - but I
doubt that anyone’s mom would appreciate
this kind of tribute. On track #7, “Spieluhr,”
the band decided to add another German
trademark music genre techno. Synthesized
vocals mixing and overlaying with
Rammstein lead singer’s evil voice create
My first foray into the WRBC world
came to be known as “Radio Free Derek.”
The ill-planned and ill-executed experi¬
ment born of an AESOP inside j oke taught
Ari Goldmann, my former co-host, and me
a lot about radio.
For example,
two people with
vastly different
tastes in music

probably
WILLY JOY (http://www.ne-hardcore.com)
“Lust. Energy. Letting go. Raw emotion instead of numbness. Power. Groove and
the joy of united movement.”
—Willy Joy on what he tries to convey through his DJ sets.
This Minnesota native will be igniting the dancefloor both Friday and Satur¬
day nights at the Silo. He will drop the uplifting sounds of happy hardcore on
Friday, and the smoking sultry grooves of 2-step on Saturday. Let Willy take you
on a journey from which you’ll never want to return.
DIRTY ‘OL FRANK (http://www.satangel.com)
Straight bangin’ is the best way to describe Frank. This veteran of the New
England dance scene will arrive on Saturday to move your feet to the sounds of
his trade-house. Frank is a long-standing member of Volume Productions (the
renowned DJ collective of Rhode Island) and is a weekly resident at Energy,
thrown in downtown Providence. Needless to say, he knows how to move any
crowd he plays for. Check out his series of CDs entitled “Definition of Flava” and
blow your, uh... “mind” on his flawless mixing and ass-jiggling track selection.
LITE BRITE (http://www.djlitebrite.net)
Are you happy? Lite Brite is, and she’s going to lift you up to the clouds.
Showing up early on Saturday to drop a special set of happy hardcore, she will
paint smiles all the way through the crowd. Come witness this rising star who is
getting booked for her unique sets all over the east coast. Show up on time or
you’ll never be able to say that you knew her when....
DJ LUMINESCENT (http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/luminescence)
Luminescent’s visuals work has led him to be booked for jobs with Paul
Oakenfold, BT, Paul van Dyk, Sasha, and Christopher Lawrence among others,
as well as to his residency at Boston’s Axis Nightclub. He also releases his audio
visualization + mp3 DJing software along with source code for free on the internet
for other artists to use. Luminescent is currently working on his second DJ video,
which features visuals synched to his Dream Trance mix. As the only artist who
DJs and manipulates visuals simultaneously, Luminescent’s performance isn’t
to be missed.

shouldn’t trade
song for song, at least not for continuity’s
sake. We passed our semester in the glo¬
rious 4-6 am Wednesday time slot with
mild bickering and some enjoyment. We
also learned that neither of us were meant
to be turntablists. Although we parted
company due to creative differences, Ari
and I shared the role of archivist in win¬
ter of 2000 and fall of 2001.

quite a contrast. I just wish there were more
of moments like this on the largely good al¬
bum.
More new CDs in Metal/Loud Rock section:
Fear Factory - Digimortal (Roadrunner
Records), Simon Says - Shut Your Breath
(Hollywood Records)
Reviews by Jan Smidek. His show "Red,
Green and Everything Obscene” airs ev¬
ery Thursday morning from 2-5 am, so
tune in for some great new loud rock and
metal.

This semester, sharing Sunday after¬
noons with Jesse Fox, Don McCarthy, Jon
Cresswell, Ted Powers, and Kasper
Spurgeon has helped fill the void in my life
left once I relinquished my archiving du¬
ties. Four shows
since “Radio Free
Derek,” every show
still offers me its own
little surprises.
I’d like to take
this opportunity to
tell you all to listen to “Pony the Tiger”
with Julie Hammond from 8-10 a.m. every
Tuesday morning. Also, if you need some
mellow music, check out Rachel’s “Music
for Egon Schiele” on Quarterstick records.
Howie’s show, ‘Mysterioso’, can be
heard from 6 to 8 pm on Sundays, only
on WRBC.

Blues CD of the Week
Steve Pierson — “ Blues Head “ (Got
The Blues)
“Blues Head” is a very likeable mix of
blues-rock and rootsy, blues-oriented
music, featuring guitarist Pierson’s pleas¬
ing silk-cum-sandpaper singing voice.
Pierson has assembled a group of his
“dream players” for this project, includ¬
ing guitarist Laurence “L.J.” Juber (a
member of a late version of Paul
McCartney’s Wings and a noted fingerstyle
guitarist); a solid rhythm section in drum¬
mer Tony Braunagel (Bonnie Raitt, Taj
Mahal) and bassist Gerald Johnson (Steve
Miller Band, Les Dudek); and keyboardist
Michael Murphy (REO Speedwagon, Chuck
E. Weiss), who makes some wonderful con¬
tributions on piano and Hammond B-3
throughout the album. Pierson adds reso¬
nator guitar to several of the tracks, such

as on “Hounds Are Hunting,” with its
“hellhound-on-my-trail” theme, and “Cold
In My Bed,” which conveys a languor borne
of lost love. Other notable tracks include
the rocking leadoff, “Talkin’ Bout My Baby’
with its “what goes around, comes around”
twist; the wah-wah dedication to hurting
love, “Bad Condition;” and the piano-forti¬
fied “Ain’t No Dog.”
For a chance to win an autographed
copy of Pierson’s CD, tune in this Thurs¬
day, April 12, to Captain Boogaloo's
Blues Extravaganza from 4- 6 p.m on
WRBC. Sometime during the first hour
of the show, he’ll ask the following trivia
question (answer available at Pierson’s
website, www.stevepierson.com): What
is the indigenous funk of Washington,
D.C. called?
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Question on the Quad
What do you do to de-stress for finals week?

“Keep spending time in the
ping-pong room.”

“Smoke weed!”

“I wail on my pecs and
then I do my back.”

Gabe Reilly ‘04
Khurram Khan ‘02

Jason Surdukowski ‘02

“Oh, Happy Day!”
Matthew Redman ‘01
Janel Ippolito ‘01

Reported by Asad Butt- Photographed by Asad Butt and Jason Surdukowski

Norton Requiem Debuts
Continued from page 14
beat state. But this is only temporary, It
is at this point that I have deja vu and
recall telling Greg when he was compos¬
ing in recent months that I thought some
bits regrettably slower. I remembered
that we had come to the resolution in an
earlier discussion that this was impor¬
tant so that the louder more expansive
phrases of voice and instrument could
rise extra high. Sure enough, the agnus
dei ends with an elegant abruptness
seemingly rough hewn but also complete,
a sketch and a master painting in one.
This conclusion props us up on its sub¬
lime precipice for the searingviolins and
lonely calling flute that introduce the fi¬
nal movement, the lux aeternurn. I am
struck by the finality once again. The
ending calls up in a faint way the gener¬
ous waves of Sibelius’ Second Symphony.
The work ends like it means it.
I am told that the premiere of the Re¬
quiem was received by a robust stand¬
ing ovation. As I did not attend the pub¬
lic performances for personal reasons, 1
must take the word of these people at
face value. But the enthusiasms that
made their way to my ears were so ar¬
dent, bright-eyed, and honest, that 1 am
certain of their credibility. Bravo Greg, I
hope that this magnificent work can have

Experience Boston University's excellence this summer
with our more than 550 classes ranging from the traditional
to the innovative. Join us to explore a new
interest, earn course credit, or accelerate your studies.

Greg Norton hold up his thesis composi¬
tion.
Jay Surdukowski/The Bates Student
a life out there in the wide world beyond
Bates. I consider myself to be at the sum¬
mit of luck to have been a close observer
of its entrance into this world.

617/353-6000

BOSTON

summer@bu.edu
www.bu. edu/summer

UNIVERSITY
SUMMERTERM
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When The M. Lax Tops Colby For First Time Since 1986
Time Comes
By PATRICK BOYAGGI

Assistant Sports Editor

By LYNN WORTHY

Sports Columnist
I am not a Dallas Cowboys a fan, and bar¬
ring a lobotomy I’ll go to my grave that way. 1
am, however, a fan of the game of football
and rooting for or against a team has noth¬
ing to do with recognizing and respecting
talent. Troy Aikman earned my respect even
though I wanted him and his team to lose just
about every time they went out on the field.
In looking at Aikman’s career it’s clear that
he did what he was asked to do. He led his
team to victory time and time again, includ¬
ing three Super Bowl Championships. No
matter what is said about him or his career
in the years to come, those things can never
be taken from him.
What can be taken from him is the ability
to remember his career or to function regu¬
larly on an everyday basis. What am I talk¬
ing about? I’m talking about Aikman’s un¬
willingness to let go of the game. Aikman has
suffered four concussions in the span of his
last 20 games. There should be no question
regarding his next move. He should be think¬
ing about his career in the past tense. In¬
stead, he’s still fighting against what he
knows is the right choice - retirement. It’s
understandable. When it comes time to call
it quits, many athletes try to hang on by ev¬
ery last thread. This is especially true when
they’ve given so much of their life to get
where they are and to achieve what they’ve
achieved on the field. But now, even the Dal¬
las Cowboys, who he gave his heart and soul
to, have seen fit to release him and sever their
connection with Aikman’s attempt to keep
on playing at the risk of not having a com¬
plete life after football.
At the Age of 34, Aikman has plenty of
years left in his life. If he continues to con¬
sider his on-field career as an option he could
spend those remaining years as a mere
shadow of his former self. The worst part is
that it’s not as if he has nowhere else to go
or he needs the money. Networks have sought
him out for the past few years offering posi¬
tions. Anytime there’s the option of maybe
ending up brain-damaged, or getting paid by
ESPN or FOX to be an analyst for a game
you love, the seat in the tv-studio warrants
some real consideration.
While it’s a terribly sad thing to watch a
player who is full of talent call it quits, Steve
Young was man enough to realize that de¬
spite still having the desire to play, he would
be risking too much. It’s a tragedy to watch
a man possibly throw his life away needlessly.
Hopefully Aikman will come to the same re¬
alization in the near future. Like Aikman’s
athletic skills and leadership ability, know¬
ing when to call it a career is worthy of much
respect.

The Munroe Inn
Bed £sf Breakfast
123 Pleasant Street
Auburn, Maine 04210

Connie & Clint Zimmerman
Innkeepers
Tel: 800-668-0638
(207) 782-4984
Web: w'ww.munroeinn.tom
E-mail: mimroeinn@munroe.inn. com

For the men’s lacrosse team, the past two
weeks, which consisted of five games, has been
a roller-coaster ride of wins and losses.
On Tuesday, March 27th, the Bobcats be¬
gan this crucial five-game swing with the firstever night game at John Bertram Field against
the Panthers from Plymouth State College. In
a match-up that pitted two physical teams
against one another, it was the goalkeepers
that determined the final outcome. Both teams
played impressive defense and kept the game
tight throughout. Bates’ controlled the early
moments of the game, by scoring the first two
goals of the game. In the early seconds of the
second period, however, with Bates down a
man, PSC was able to tie the game at four.
Next, came a one-man flurry when Jack
Sandler scored two goals in a four minute
span, the second of which had the junior in¬
tercepting an errant pass from the PSC goalie
and scoring on an open net.
After this two-goal swing, the Bobcats’
gained the momentum they needed to with¬
stand a strong performance by the Panthers.
Early in the third period, junior Dave
Frederick was able to increase the one goal
lead the Bobcats had at half time and gave the
team a 5-3 lead. Once again though, PSC fought
back and closed the gap to a one-goal margin.
Then the Bobcats’ defense took over, allowing
only one goal in the final 24 minutes of the
contest.
Both goalies’ had impressive perfor¬
mances. Junior Jon Clark was extremely im¬
pressive for Plymouth State, leading the game
with 22 saves, while sophomore Mark Dobbyn
set a career-high with 15 saves to get the
team’s third victory
Next, the Bobcats began exciting yet diffi¬
cult NESCAC play, with a match-up against the
Cardinals from Wesleyan on Saturday March
31. In the first quarter, the Bobcats were re¬

introduced to NESCAC competition and fell be¬
hind 4-1. However, after the team settled down
they began a streak of quality lacrosse, and
scored four unanswered goals to take a 5-4
lead into the break.
In the third period, the Bobcats reverted to
the same type of lacrosse they were playing
in the first quarter and allowed Wesleyan a
four-goal run of their own. This gave the Car¬
dinals an 8-6 lead going into the final period.
In the final period, the Bobcats from the
second period showed up and played the Car¬
dinals to a standstill. Unfortunately this was
not enough to get back what the team had lost
at the outset of the game and the beginning of
the second half.
Tri-captain Morgan McDuffie felt the lapses
in two quarters really hurt the Bobcats’
chances, saying, “Mistakes clearing the ball
on defense and holding on to it on offense cost
us some opportunities. In a close game against
a competitive team like Wesleyan you can’t
make those mistakes.”
The Bobcats got another chance at inter¬
league play again on Sunday against the Lord
Jeffs of Amherst College. Unfortunately the
result was the same and the way in which the
men from Amherst won was similar to the
Wesleyan game the day before.
For the Bobcats, this was clearly a game of
two halves. The first half was dominated by
the play of Amherst, combined with mistakes
by the Bobcats. The Lord Jeffs took a 5-0 lead
into the half. Something happened to the Bob¬
cats at halftime though that re-charged them
and readied them to play After about nine min¬
utes of slow play the Bobcats’ scored their first
goal of the game when Amherst had three play¬
ers in the penalty box. Two minutes later,
Amherst was again penalized and forced to
play with one less man and again the Bobcats’
converted. Then with just 31 seconds left in
the third, sophomore Jeff Critchlow scored on
a great diving shot to bring the Bobcats within
two, down 5-3, but with the momentum. At one
point in the fourth, Dobbyn made an excellent

save and started a run down the field, but the
Bobcats were unable to convert. It was clear
that the Bobcats were just unable to overcome
the five-goal deficit.
Despite the two straight losses, the Bob¬
cats were able to get back onto the field as
they faced in-state rival, Colby College on
Wednesday, March 4th. This was the most im¬
portant and dramatic game of the season for
the men. In front of a large crowd, the men
were able to pull off one of the most exciting
comeback victories in recent history. The first
half was an evenly contested match-up which
sent both teams into the half tied at 4. In the
third period, the White Mules came ready to
play, while the Bobcats seemed to fall in the
same trance that affected them in the previ¬
ous two games. Colby took a three-goal lead
into the final period.
Just when it seemed the Bobcats were go¬
ing to drop another NESCAC battle, Sandler
used something other than his goal-scoring
abilities and laid a devastating hit on one of
Colby’s best players to ignite the comeback.
The comeback started with a goal by first-year
Brad Frost. Then Sandler came through again
with two goals of his own, and senior tri-captain Aaron Sells topped it off with a fifteenfoot goal to take the lead at 8-7. The White
Mules weren’t finished though. With 2 minutes
left, the Colby men were able to tie the game
once again, at 8-8, and set the stage for the
late-game heroics from the Bobcats. With only
26 seconds left in the game, junior midfielder
Pat Gaughan caught a pass from his class¬
mate, Frederick, and put it past the Colby
goalie to top off the comeback and give the
men their first NESCAC victory of the year.
The Bobcats then had to finish off this
tough-five game swing with yet another
NESCAC game against a tough Connecticut
College team. Coming off an emotional game,
the Bobcats were defeated handily by the Cam¬
els. The Camels took an early lead by scoring

Continued on page 21

Baseball Drops Doubleheader To Trinity
By NICK MACINNIS

Staff Writer
The Bates Bobcats are experiencing first¬
hand what it is like to be a young, inexperi¬
enced baseball team in such a competitive
conference as the NESCAC (New England
Small College Athletic Conference). Forced to
play ah their games on the road because of
the playing conditions, the Bobcats opened the
NESCAC portion of then- schedule two weeks.
ago and have since been swept in consecutive
weekends doubleheaders. Last weekend the
Bobcats played their best baseball of the sea¬
son, only to lose two close games to Tufts. This
past weekend, Bates (0-10) ran into the jug¬
gernaut that is Trinity and got drubbed in both
games.
Two weeks ago the Bobcats traveled to
Medford, Massachusetts for a twinbill with
Tufts University. Coming into the game, the
Bobcats knew that the normally powerful Jum¬
bos were down from years past, and felt very
good about their chances of picking up their
first victory. Sophomore Ryan Weaver took the
hill in the first game for Bates, and pitched
well enough to warrant a victory. Weaver
stumbled out of the blocks a little bit, surren¬
dering a two-run home run in the first inning,
as Bates fell behind 2-0. After that, though,
Weaver settled down very nicely, keeping Tufts
scoreless over the next four innings, enough
time for the Bates bats to come alive and get
the Bobcats back in the game. Co-captain Ben
Bines opened the scoring when he hit a solo
home run to cut the deficit in half. In the fifth,
first-year second basemen Ryan Waggoner’s
run scoring single tied the game. With the
score tied, however, the Tufts’ offense took
advantage of some poor Bates’ defense, and

came up with some timely hitting, including
two run scoring singles to reclaim the lead, 42. Bines hit his second solo homerun of the
game in the sixth, again cutting the deficit to
one run, but that was as close as Bates could
get. Weaver went the distance in the loss for
Bates, his finest performance of the season.
“Ryan Weaver pitched his heart out for us in
game one and deserved to win the game,” com¬
mented co-captain Matt Pound.
In the second game, Bates again fell behind
early on a first inning home run by Tufts, this
one coming off of first-year pitcher Shawn
Kingman. After tying the game in third, Bates
looked to a couple of first-year players to take
the lead. Centerfielder Rob Maguire doubled
in the fifth, and Ryan Waggoner picked up
another RBI, knocking in Maguire with a single
to center. As was the case in the first game,
Tufts’ answered the Bates’ challenge, using a
four-run home half of the fifth, highlighted by
a three-run homer, to retake the lead for good,
5-2. Once staked to the lead, Jumbo pitcher
Steve Lapham seemed to get stronger, shut¬
ting out Bates over the last four innings to earn
his first victory of the season.
“We are one or two less errors and one or
two more hits away from putting together
victories,’’commented Ryan Weaver after the
disappointing setback to Tufts.
Added co-captain Matt Pound, “We came
into the games expecting to win, and to be
honest with you, we should have won both
games. Our offense was extremely sluggish
with the exception of a couple guys. We had
too many situations offensively that we did not
capitalize on and it cost us both games. Per¬
sonally I had a couple of opportunities to drive
in runs and I did not produce. It is my job to
get runners in and I failed against Tufts.”
Despite the obvious frustration of a winless

team dropping two tough conference games
on the road, the team could take away some
positives as they got strong pitching perfor¬
mances from two young guys, Weaver and
Kingman, and some timely hitting from
Waggoner, who collected three RBI’s on the
day.
As much as last weekend’s games served
notice that Bates was ready to compete in the
NESCAC, this past weekend let them know
they still have a way to go before they can com¬
pete with the NESCAC’s best. Trinity came into
the game ranked fourth in New Enlgand with
a 15-1 record, and a perfect 3-0 record in con¬
ference, and played every bit as well as their
record would indicate. .
The Bantems got a gem of a pitching per¬
formance from Jarret Bayliss, who had a no¬
hitter until Matt Pound broke it up with a twoout single in the seventh. Kurt Piantek pro¬
vided all the offense Trinity would need, belt¬
ing two home runs as the Bantams built a com¬
manding 14-0 lead after three, en route to a
19-0 victory.
Commented Pound about Bayliss’ no-hit
bid, “He was hitting his spots and he threw an
exceptional game. I don’t think that a lot of us
were prepared to face a pitcher of that quality
and it showed.”
Although Bates’ was able to muster three
hits and one run in the second game, it was
still much the same story as the first, as
Trinity’s offense again dominated the game.
Bates’ scored the first run in this game and
held the lead until the second when Trinity
exploded for five runs off of Bates’ pitcher
Shawn Kingman. Trinity then used two home
runs to score ten runs over the next three in¬
nings and take a 15-1 lead after five. The Ban¬
tams added four in the eighth to account for
the 19-1 final.
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Women’s Lax
continued from page 24
onto a one goal lead. Sail added two goals in
the Bobcat win, and first-year Carrie Smith,
who scored a goal, did an excellent job on
draw controls.
Sunday April 1, the Bobcats faced Will¬
iams, the fourth-ranked team in the nation,
and lost 18-6. The loss was closer than the
score would indicate, as at one point Bates
was down just 7-5 late in the first half. But
playing their third game in four days, the
Bobcats could not keep up with a tough Wil¬
liams team, led by their intimidating goalie,
sophomore Abi Jackson. One bright spot in
the game came on an impressive defense to
offense transition, where the passing of firstyear Smith, Samara Khalique, and Jessup
combined on a fast break to cut the Williams
lead to two goals in the first half. Also play¬
ing well was goalkeeper Coulson, who fin¬
ished with 12 saves.
Wednesday, April 4, Bates, at that point
ranked 20th in the recent poll, was upset at

Women’s Track
continued from page 24
onships, and the NESCAC meet progressing
downward in that order.
“We had five personal records,” added Court.
‘Half of the team qualified for the NESCAC Meet
A lof of them (the team) surprised themselves,
srinch is great.”
Senior captain Ellen Humphrey and sopho¬
more Kelley Pugiisibothtookseeonds in the meet
Humphrey did so in the 800 meter run, with a
time of 2:26.41, qualifying her for the NESCAC
Championships. Puglisi obtained a spot in the
ECAC Championships in the 1,500.
Molly Metcalf and Aimee Grimmelman both
ook thirds this past weekend. Grimmelman re¬
corded a personal best in the pole vault with a
mark of 7’6. That number was good enough to
qualify her for the conference meet. Metcalf has
a spot in the New England Division lH meet after
takingthird in the javelin with a throw of 103’ 02.

Survivor
continued from page 24
he then took credit for. The video then cut
to the contestant’s ranch. POTUS video¬
taped himself hog-tieing a member of the
Sierra Club, drinking a six-pack out of a
funnel, and mud-wrestling with Hooters
waitresses.
The next contestant, who will be known
only as “Reverend Jesse”, pursued a
slightly different path with his strategy. He
sat down in front of the camera with his
children and their mothers. After staring
into the camera for a moment, He said, “If
I can survive THIS, I can survive any¬
thing.”
An audition tape came rolling in from
New York. “P. Daddy” (his name has also
been changed to protect his anonymity)
filmed himself at a firing range. P. Daddy
was not shooting any guns in the video,
although he was holding one and stand¬
ing next to several other individuals who
were firing guns. P. Daddy’s video next
showed him sitting next to a giant, face¬
less ass. As the ass walked away, P. Daddy
said, “you win some; you lose some.”
The final tape came from Bates. The
student, who will be known only as Joe,
filmed a very interesting audition tape.
The viewer first sees “Joe” driving to com¬
mons in a large truck. Joe gets out of the
truck, and goes inside. He puts up several
posters advertising protests and other
causes. Then, he verbally abuses a colum¬
nist from The Bates Student, all the while
stroking his beard. Afterwards, Joe drives
to Grateful Earth, puts some potporri on
his credit card, and refuses to shower—
he won’t waste the water.
This is stiff competition, people. Good
luck—you’ll need it if,you want to make
the cut and compete for the million dol¬
lars on the next installment of “Survivor.”
I’ll make a promise—if any of you do make
the show, I’ll start writing about sports
again. Wink.

home to rival Colby, 15-12. Bates in fact held
a 12-9 lead before Colby pulled away as the
second half winded down. Smith, a first-year,
was a force all day for Bates, scoring two
goals and adding an assist. Flynn led Bates
with five goals, and Sail added a pair of goals
as well.
After losing two games in a row, Bates
came out firing this past Saturday at 18th
ranked Connecticut College. Flynn, who fin¬
ished with three goals on the day, scored her
100th of her career in the important NESCAC
win. Bates junior goalie Liz Coulson made
nine of her 13 saves in the second half to halt
the Bobcats’ (7-2, 3-2 NESCAC) two-game
skid. Bates also received two goals and three
assists from senior attack Jenn Sail, while
sophomore Kathrine Tiffany played a strong
game at midfield, winning five draw controls
and picking up four ground balls. Sail added
three assists, and Crosby added a goal and
an assist.
Tri-captain Flynn was pumped after her
100th goal, commenting, “Scoring my 100th
point has been a great accomplishment for
me. It is a milestone that I could not have
Leigh Johnson earned a spot in the NewEm
gland Division IH Championships by running the
5000 meter event in a time of 19:36.58 for fourth
place Co-captain Cami Wood wifi participate in
this year’s ECAC Championships, as she took
fourth in the hammer. Meanwhile, sophomore
Margaret Herrick took fourth in the 200-meter
and fifth in the 100-meter, qualifying for
NESCAC’s in both events. Herrick qualified for
the same meet in the 100 meter dash, placing
fifth this past weekend.
Co-captain Anya Belanger obtained a berth
in the NESCAC Championships in both the high
jump and the triple jump. Belanger took fourth
in the high jump and fifth in the latter.
Lauren Atkinson took fifth in the 400 meter
hurdles with a time of 1:16.99, good enough to
qualify her for the NESCAC Championships.
Elizabeth Pagnotta placed sixth in the 1,500
meter run, qualifying her for NESCAC’s.
The Bobcats will next compete at Colby this
weekend, with MJ.T., Bowdoin, and the White
Mules.

reached without the tremendous level of sup¬
port from my teammates over the last four
years, both on and off the field.”
After the big win over Conn College, Bates
continued to pick up momentum with a 18-6
win over non-league opponent Babson on
Sunday. Crosby and Smith led the Bates’ at¬
tack with three goals and an assist. Flynn
played well again, netting her second strait
hat trick. Sail, Jessup, and Desiderio added
two goals apiece. Coulson and Macfarlane
combined for seven saves in the win. Bates
jumped out to an 11-3 halftime lead as
Babson was no match for the surging Bob¬
cats.
Crosby noted how Bates just refused to
let Babson push the ball up the field, com¬
menting, “We pressured at the midfield and
caused a lot of turnovers with out double
teams.”
Jessup agreed, noting, “We were really
aware of where the ball was, and came up
with many interceptions,”
Along with Carrie Smith, the threesome

Waterpolo Ends Season, 5-7
By STEVE HALLAS

Staff Writer
In their second season, the Bates women’s
water polo club team has shocked the north¬
east with their aggressive style of play and
domination in the pool.
The team was started last spring by Cap¬
tains Maggie Parker and Robyn Perkins, both
sophomores. They were helped out by coach
Braden Johnson and assistant coach Tim
Kirkman.
The Bobcats’ finished the season with a
respectable 5-7 record, which put them in 7th
place in a field of 11 teams.
The first tournament of the year was held
at MIT in early March. Although they played
their hearts out, the team’s inexperience hurt
them and they dropped three of four games.
They shutout Holy Cross 5-0 in the second
game of the season. Beaten by MIT, Wellesley,
and Boston University by scores of 11-7,144 and 4-10, respectively, the team looked for¬
ward to hosting the next tournament and
building on their experience in Cambridge.
The last weekend in March saw Bates
hosting the same teams that they had faced
at MIT. In their first game, they avenged their
loss against Boston College, beating them
soundly, 11-5. They notched their second vic¬
tory against Holy Cross, 7-2, but fell in a close
game to Boston College 8-5 and Wellesley 63.
Last weekend, the team was seeded 7th
at the New England Division Championships.
They went 1-4 on the weekend and stayed in
7th place overall. They were dominated by
Dartmouth College 13-2, but nearly sank the
first seed MIT. However, they lost in the final
minutes, 9-5. They were able to beat Holy
Cross for the three game sweep 11-2, and
were victorious over BU for the second time
this season in the seventh place game, 4-3.
Coach Braden Johnson was bursting his
buttons with pride over the women’s season,

commenting, “This was a succussful season
where the Bates women’s water polo team
went from an inexperienced squad to a team
that could play equally with any team in the
league. It was the hard work at practices and
intense defense that the team showed in
games that took this team to the next level.
With the dominance from our goalie, Julia
Stawiski, we really shut down a lot of teams’
game plans. With a year more experence
next year, we will be a very competitive
team.”
Catie Hinckley and Maggie Parker were
both dominant at Hole-D, the center of the
Bates’ Defense.
They were also able to strike offensively
from this position. Parker had many fast
break aways and notched 15 goals for the
season, while Hinckley had 19 from accurate
shots all over the pool.
All-around star Lindsay Gary was great
on D while mastering the pool with her lob
shot, which she scored off of six times. Her
captain and hockey teammate, Robyn
Perkins, was dominant on offense, leading

of inexperienced attackers have come up
clutch at many times this year. Yet they all
agree that it is Flynn who carries the offense
and leads the team.
Crosby calls the captain a “true team
leader,” and Jessup shares in the Flynn en¬
thusiasm, stating, “There is so much I could
say about Erin. She is just incredibly focused.
She knows how to get it done.”
It has been the focus of Flynn and Sail
that has carried the team on attack all year.
The senior captains and rookie phenoms will
need to be at their best in the upcoming week,
as Bates [8-2,3-2 NESCAC] has three games
in the upcoming week against Gordon,
Bowdoin, and Tufts. The next game is Tues¬
day night at 7:00 on John Bertram Field ver¬
sus Gordon.
Flynn notes that if the Bobcats continue
to play strong,”we are capable of playing and
beating the best of the best.” Coming from a
captain who has 103 goals and counting in
her Bates’ career, Erin Flynn is a leader who
knows her lacrosse.

the team with 23 goals.
She was enthusiastic about the team’s
future, saying, “Starting our first tournament
with half our team never having seen a
waterpolo game before, we have surprised
many teams with our improvement and domi¬
nance in the pool; there was not a weak link
on our team. Our team not. only had fun in
and out of the pool, but placed seventh at New
England’s."
Maggie Parker echoed Perkin’s senti¬
ments, saying, “I am so impressed by each
and every girl on the team. Everyone im¬
proved so much from the beginning of the
season. It really showed in the tournament
this past weekend. With great coaches we
were given the confidence and skills we
needed to come together and give the num¬
ber one seed a run for their money. We had
fun, played hard, and kicked some butt!”
The outlook for next year is nothing but
positive. The captains will be Perkins,
Hinckley and Megan Simmons. Parker and
goalie Julia Stawiski will be headed abroad
next year, but if this season is any indication
of the adveristy these girls can over come,
they will more than compensate with hard
work and dominate the New England
Nothern Division.
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Saving The An All-Around Amazing Experience
XFL
By BILLY HART

Staff Writer

By MATT GAGNE

Staff Writer
Joking aside, I know how to save the
XFL. First, get rid of Ventura. Let the old
chum go back to Minnesota and shovel his
driveway or something. Yet, keep the weird
WWF guy. He’s kind of fun, but hook up
with Fox and bring in Bart Simpson as the
color man. Ever seen an animated sports
anchor? Well, come on, have you actually
ever seen an entire XFL game? There you
go. With Homer on the sidelines and Marge
working the tailgating scene, it could
work.
So here’s the deal, move the season to
the fall. Yeah, that’s right. Play games on
Friday nights during the NFL season; it’s
the only way anyone will watch. Life is
about the media, but when it’s not foot¬
ball season, people would rather watch
Miss Piggy bust a move in aerobics class
on the Cartoon Network or sit down for a
Lifetime movie about a boy, his dog, and
the third coming of Christ. The idea is
great, but no one’s watching, which be¬
came ever so clear when I did homework
last Saturday night. Vince thought he had
it right. I mean, what else is there to watch
on a Saturday night? Personally, I’d rather
stare at the wall for a couple hours than
watch the XFL. At times it appears to be
promising, but it’s rather pathetic, weak,
clumsy, stupid, funny, shameful, ugly, and
downright embarrassing. The New York/
New Jersey Hitmen? Hey man, thanks for
pointing out the obvious, but send your
carpenters, dentists, and florists packing.
We want to see Stone Cold and the Rock,
and maybe the rebirth of Hulk Hogan if
he’s got the time.
Football in the springtime isn’t so hot,
so change it - WWF/NFL Blitz Style all out
baby. In fact, change everything. Cheer¬
leaders will no longer just cheer and strip¬
tease for the crowd. They will partake in
the game itself. Put one of those dandy hel¬
met cams on their head and send ’em into
the fire. Then place another camera in the
helmet of 2751b. defensive tackles. If you
have another camera follow her while she
runs away from the players, preferably
convicted felons, mixed in with the Dtackle’s vantage point, every guy in
America over the age of thirteen will tune
in. Guaranteed.
Of course we’d play with two footballs,
maybe three, and possibly throw in a
rolled sock on fourth downs. I haven’t fig¬
ured out the exact logistics, but I know for
certain that we’d give linebackers folding
chairs on passing downs, Louisville Slug¬
gers to cornerbacks, and thumbtacks to
the linemen on short yardage plays. There
would be no such thing as unnecessary
roughness, a late hit, a fair catch, or
roughing the passer, but for real this time.
I mean it. If some pretty boy chump is
downing Gatorade and wearing his visor
on the sideline at halftime, then by all
means go over and break his knees. No
blood, no viewers - get with the program.
Each red zone will become an active
minefield. No, not with real mines. Just
with fire hydrants and rabid dogs popping
out of warp zones to tear a fullback’s
Achilles tendon to shreds. When kicking
field goals the placeholder must balance
the ball, using only his nose and pick up
any dislodged teeth before the ball goes
through the uprights, which will be spin¬
ning on an axis at 100 MPH while revers¬
ing direction every three seconds. But
here’s the good part, the kicker must kick
barefooted while blindfolded and be
dropped in the bucket of shame filled with
liquid hot magma if he misses.
Anyway I guess we could settle for
Murphy Brown re-runs and a case of free
beer. Cheers.

I am guessing that reclined on your downy
soft couch, with a beverage in hand, and your
87 inch, digitally mastered, flat screen, su¬
per-sub woofer, surround sound, entertain¬
ment module tuned to CBS, that your view of
the Final Four was decent. Bet it was better
than mine. Sure, I was live in the Dome, but
my seats were half way to heaven. It was a
20-minute, shin splint-flaring trek just to^
reach the concession stand for a juicy foot
and mouth burger. But I would not have
traded this adventure for anything shy of a
Red Sox World Series. During my weekend
sojourn in the foggy, cold, foggy, cold, state
of Minnesota I came to realize that the Final
Four is not about basketball. The ethereal
visions of Jason Williams dusting the floor
with a crossover, or Richard Jefferson in¬
specting the circumference of the Metrodome
rims with a single bound; these are just a
microcosm of the event’s allure. The Final
Four cannot be pinned down to three games;
the madness endures for an entire weekend,
that’s 72 hours of - Dedication:
Sweet Old Lady: I can’t drive those fancy
SUV’s. They are too big. What I need is a com¬
pact car.
Hertz: I see. No problem, where you off to
miss?
Sweet Old Lady: I gotta get over to the
Dome. Izzo’s got the boys practicing at 12.
Now why can’t I meet a young lady with
this measure of basketball gusto?
Fairytales: Dr. Suess could have written
a book on the Final Four’s atmosphere. It
would have been aptly titled, “The Places You
Go, The Freaks You See.”
Example #1: The loyal/lunatic Michigan
St. fan shrouded head to toe in green and
white body paint (picture 1999 SI Swimsuit
Issue), pedaling a bike, brandishing a mon¬
strous Spartan banner. Give the guy a break
you say, he was just rallying the troops. Well
this sighting took place on Monday. By this
time his boys were asleep in physical educa¬
tion class. My guess is this guy has downed
one to many glasses of Michigan tap water.
Example #2: Eugene Edgerson. This Ari¬
zona Wildcat is in love with the retro, old
school, George Gervin hair can’t fit through
a doorway look. Will some booster hook this
guy up with a satellite dish? Gene, buddy,
tune into ESPN Classic and actually watch a
game from the days you are supposedly emu¬
lating. Where do you find the stripped socks,
knee padded, florescent orange sneaker
style? He looks like a color blind Harlem

Men’s Lax
continued from page 19
the first two goals, but then Critchlow took
matters into his own hands and scored twice
within 39 seconds. Before the quarter was
over, the Camels were able to score one more
and then take that momentum to the end of
the game.
The second and third period were played
to a standstill with the Camels scoring one goal
in each of the two quarters. In the final pe¬
riod, though, the men from Conn. College took
advantage of a tired Bates team and scored
three goals to cap off an 8-3 victory
The Bobcats finished the five-game swing
with a 2-3 record, giving them an overall record
of 4-4, but more importantly, only 1-3 in the
NESCAC.
Each game was highly contested, but Sells
seems to think the team still needs to put it all
together, saying, “We have been getting bet¬
ter every game. It’s just that we have not had
a complete game yet, meaning a game in which
we play well at all positions and all aspects of
the field: defense, offense, clearing, and be¬
tween the lines.”
The Bobcats will host arch-rival Bowdoin
today at 3 p.m. A win will give Bates the CBB
Championship.

Globetrotter.
Capitalism: When you think Final Four,
you think big buckets and big bucks. CBS’s
television contract alone is enough to buy a
six-pack of third world countries. Want to
know where the NCAA really makes a kill¬
ing? The souvenir stand. I should know; I
dropped a cool semester’s worth of tuition
on gear. What truly boggled my mind was the
assortment of items - Hats, gloves, jackets,
t-shirts, sweat shirts, shorts, pants, panties.
You name it and a neatly embroidered Final
Four logo was on it. And you could not avoid
these stands. They followed you, popping up
on random street corners, abandoned ware¬
houses. Even the Mall of America featured a
Final Four apparel store. Check that, they
had 20 such shops. My favorite acquisition:
a championship hat purchased 15 minutes
after the final buzzer had sounded. I actu¬
ally witnessed the Duke logo being embla¬
zoned on the lid.
Mission Impossible: Players never had to
think twice about their safety. You would have
had better luck ducking the secret service
than getting courtside. During shoot around,
about an hour before the championship com¬
menced, 1 decided to maneuver in for a closer
view of the players. I endeavored for a good
half an hour to reach the court, only to be
sniped by an usher on every occasion. I even
busted out my classic “dupe the security”
material, including, “sir, my father told me
to find him in row 2. He kept my ticket stub.”
What did I have to show for my efforts? An
up close encounter with the director of secu¬
rity, picture Rambo in a 10 dollar, polyester
rent a suit.
Mingling: Final Four weekend offers an
excuse for supporters to don his or her be¬
loved schools colors. Our hotel featured a
heavy Maryland contingency. Guys ten years
from their last sit-up, painfully squeezed into
Terrapin tank tops and sweatshirts. My first
morning at the hotel I decide to come out of
the closet, so I arrived at continental break¬
fast sporting my authentic Duke shorts, Blue
Devil t-shirt, and a Duke University hat. The
stares I drew could have melted a Maine win¬
ter. Needless to say elbows were thrown at
the complimentary bagel bar.
Socializing: Honestly, I would have by¬
passed the opportunity to watch the games
in a luxury suite. You can’t acquire a sense
for the momentum of a game stuffed in a cli¬
mate controlled, snob box. Despite the thin
oxygen level, my seats were perfect - smack
in the middle of the Cameron Crazies. You
could have heard a pin drop when Duke fell
down by twenty points to Maryland and tears
flowed freely as Shane Battier saluted the

crowd and cut down the net. Scraping the
Metrodome ceiling also offers encounters
with some fascinating individuals. I met a
father and son team preparing to wait in the
parking lot for the Duke bus, “until 2 in the
morning if it takes it.” I heckled a boy two
seats down who had mutated from a Mary¬
land supporter to an Arizona fan before my
eyes. Finally, after years of feeling naked
every time I clapped for Duke, I was joined
by thousands of my fellow Blue Devil com¬
rades.
Stalking: Speaking of the father and son
bus hunting psychos, they also set me up with
the address of the Duke player’s hotel. It
happened to be located five minutes from my
digs. Needless to say I had to swing by Mon¬
day afternoon and wish the fellas good luck.
Waiting outside of their pre-game dinner,
which looked like Thanksgiving for most
families, I snapped close-up photos of the
boys. I actually gave Jason Williams a pat
on the back, which after his sub par final
game leads me to believe that I somehow
jinxed him. Sorry Jay, looks like you will have
to come back next year to win the MVP.
Competition: Watching the basketball ac¬
tion may have jump-started your competitive
juices, so you could head over to the NCAA
Hoop City. This traveling festival of hoops
amusement was housed in the Minneapolis
Convention Center and offered a variety of
contests to challenge your skills, or lack
thereof. I captured a snazzy water bottle by
going, “around the world" in 30 seconds. I
was actually disappointed at my slow start.
1 for 4 which I chalked up to nerves induced
by the intense glare of the Final Four media.
Hoop City was also the perfect spot to snag
some free gifts. I took home a rubber duck
molded out of a basketball, an elegant key
chain, and my most cherished item, Dick
Vitale post cards. Nothing says, “good morn¬
ing" like Dicky V’s mug in you mailbox.
Bonding: Hey Dad’s, want your kids mow¬
ing the lawn, shoveling the driveway, han¬
dling the taxes, and basically feeling indebted
to you until they move out of the house? Take
them to the Final Four. You won’t even have
to drop them off a block away from the Dome.
Amidst the pageantry and drama of
basketball’s biggest show inhibition towards
conversation vanishes. You can even en¬
croach upon those “touchy” subjects, like, the
life cycle of Bob Knight, or the intricacies of
John Chaney’s match up zone.
Sure, attending the Final Four is a sig¬
nificant investment, but the experience and
memories are priceless. Trust me. For all
those who contributed to my odyssey thanks.
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Softball Sweeps Wesleyan; Men’s Crew Defeats WEI. In
Drops Twinbill To Tufts First Regatta Of New Season
the offensive flame with two hits each.
Extending their winning streak to four
games in three days, the ‘Cats beat up on
the Wesleyan Cardinals 5-2 and 6-0 in an¬
other double header.
Walsh pitched her way to her second vic¬
tory in as many starts after letting the Car¬
dinals go up by one in the second. Bates was
sparked by Cami Dyson in the fourth, as she
hit an RBI double and then scored on a single
by Carla Flaherty, clinching the victory. The
sixth inning put the nail in the coffin with
three runs, including a run-scoring double
by rookie Sarah Levine.
Whitting again was great in game two, al¬
lowing only one hit over seven innings in her
second career shutout. Lent and Levine were
both multiple hitters for the game with three
and two hits respectively.
NESCAC powerhouse Tufts returned the
‘Cats to Earth this Saturday, sweeping the
twinbill and holding Bates to two runs on the
weekend, 7-1,5-1. The Jumbos managed to
launch three out of the park against Ginger
Walsh (2-6). Bates’ only run came in the sixth
inning when pinch hitter Jen Googins
reached on a single and was driven home by
2B Sarah Huffman.
Bates started out the second half by go¬
ing up by one in the first inning. Lent reached
on a double, foEowed by an RBI single by
Dyson. Tufts answered in the second half of
the inning with a three-run homer and the
Jumbo’s pitching kept the ‘Cats Out of the
rest of the game.
The team wiE be in action again twice this
week againt Bowdoin on Wedensday and
Southern Maine on Friday, weather
perimitting.

By STEVE HALLAS

Staff Writer
With their field still covered in snow and
without the ability to practice outside or play
at home the obstacles presented to Bates Col¬
lege Softball seemed insurmountable. This
past week the squad of dedicated women has
perservered, improving their record to 7-10
and sweeping two doubleheaders against
New England foes Brandeis and Wesleyan.
In their most recent action, the team dropped
a doubleheader to powerhouse Tufts Univer¬
sity.
In their first action since their tournament
at Salisbury State, the team outscored the
Brandeis Judges 21-7 over two games (10-4,
11-3). In the first game sophomore pitcher
Ginger Walsh outlasted her opponent, strik¬
ing out a career-high five batters and break¬
ing her five-game losing streak. Offensive
support came early and often for the Bob¬
cats, with three runs in the first inning and
four more in the third. The third was high¬
lighted by a two run double smacked out by
captain Anna Wulffleff. Laura Lent, Brooke
Tarddiff and Cami Dyson all were multiple
hitters for this game with two hits each.
The second game was brought home by
the pitching/catching team of Whiting and
Dyson. Whiting starred both on defense and
offense going 4-5, including two doubles and
three runs scored. On the mound she allowed
nine hits and struck out three. Her partnerin-crime rookie catcher Dyson had a total of
four RBI’s, driving in two in the first with a
two-run double and two more with a single
in the fourth. Lent and Wulffleff also stoked

Bowdoin Hands M. Tennis
First Loss Of 2001 Season
while Lamanna and Danforth downed Bot
Gomez and Dan Huelsman 8-4 and Todorov
-and Meyer won over J.D. Boesch and Jared
The Bates Men’s Tennis Squad is sitting SEverman, 8-3.
pretty with a 6-1 record midway through the
Macdonald quickly took care of Korljar
season after having split the March 31st
in singles play, winning in straight sets, 6-3
double header with Bowdoin, (L 5-2) and
6-2. Norton downed Howard, 6-4, 6-2, whik
Coast Guard (W 7-0).
Todorov defeated Huelsman 6-2, 6-3, and
Bates dropped it first doubles point of the Meyer beat Gomez, 6-2,6-2. To complete the
year to the Polar Bears, as Bowdoin’s Colin
sweep, both Lamanna and Grom won ir
Joyner and August Felker defeated Greg straight sets, 6-1, 6-1, and 6-1, 6-0, respecNorton and Alex Macdonald, 8-6, and Nick lively.
Maclean and Eric Holmes downed Bates capBates is currently ranked 19th nationaEj
tain Chris Danforth and Ben Lamanna, 9-7.
in Division Ill. Bowdoin is 15th while Coast
The Bobcats’ MHko Todorov and Dave Meyer,
Guard is not ranked. The NESCAC Champihowever, defeated Patrick Soong and Andy
onship wEl be held from April 27th througt
Miness, 8-4, but to no avail as Bates entered
ttie 29th, but Bates faces a tough away schedsingles play without the mental edge of havule to finish of the season with matches al
ingwon the critical doubles point.
Amherst today, Colby tomorrow, Trinity on
Ranked 28th in the country, Macdonald
the 23rd, CoEege of New Jersey on the 24th
dropped his first singles match of the year
and Tufts on the 25th.
to Joyner in three sets, 4-6,7-5,7-6 (4). Bates’
Bates is now 6-1 on the season. Bowdoir
Brett Carty, Meyer, and Todorov all dropped
is now 6-2, having lost to both Trinity anc
their matches, while Norton, ranked 41st,
MIT, two teams Bates has yet to play. Coasi
defeated Felker, 6-4,6-2, and Lamanna beat
Guard is currently 3-3.
Soong 6-4,3-6,6-1.
Williams seeks its ninth consecutive
Bates bounced back from the afternoon NESCAC title when it hosts the 2001 NESCAC
loss to trounce Coast Guard 7-0. Bates swept
Men’s Tennis Championships later this
doubles play as Norton and Macdonald de* ; month. Bates was knocked out of the NCAA
feated Scott Korijan and Chip Howard 8-5i
tourh^nen|liy Williams last year._

By AMANDA BECK

Assistant Sports Editor
Last weekend, both the men’s and
women’s Crew teams traveEed to Massachu¬
setts to train on the Charles River on Satur¬
day and then compete in their season open¬
ers in Lowell on Sunday.
The Saturday practice was the first time
on the water for the women since their spring
training trip to Melbourne, Florida, and the
men’s first practice on the water this sea¬
son.
In the first race of the day on Sunday, the
Bates men edged out WPI for the win with a
time of 6:11.60, compared to WPI’s time of
6:12.45, a 0.85 second margin of victory. The
Bobcats led the entire race, a race described
by Head Coach Andrew Carter as “impres¬
sive and promising,” understroking WPI by
3-4 strokes per minute over the entire course.
“We were more than a boat length ahead
of them at the 1000-meter mark, halfway
through the race,” said senior Kristian
Bodek, “ But we lost most of our lead when
we faded to sprint and bring up the stroke
rating. The whole race we understroked
them, our 33 strokes per minute average to
their 36.”
The men’s 2nd varsity also had a strong
showing on the day as they understroked a
WPI team that had already competed in two
regattas this season, and were only 5 sec¬
onds off of first with a time of 6:25.12.
In the final varsity men’s race of the day,
the stern four from the men’s varsity entered
the water against fresh boats from HamEton,
WPI, the University of Rhode Island and Holy
Cross. Despite the fact that the rowers were
coming off a race earlier in the day and the
fact that they had no practice as a crew to¬
gether, the team of sophomore Ryan Cham¬
pagne, junior John Bunce, junior Jeff
Benecchi, sophomore coxswain BE1 Tripp,
and Bodek battled it out with HamEton the

entire race, eventually placing second with
a time of 6:43.64, less than two seconds out
of first.
AdditionaEy, the novice men’s team placed
a solid second in their race, beating NESCAC
rival, HamEton CoEege, with a time of 6:34.23,
as sophomore Jane Marshall made her de¬
but as the team’s coxswain.
“The novice men rowed a good race,” said
Coach Carter. “Jane MarshaE did a terrific
job in her first day at the helm, leading the
men to a solid season opener.”
“This weekend proved to be a good initial
indicator of where we stand in New England,”
said Bodek, "We know that WPI lost last
weekend to Wesleyan by 4 seconds and to
Tufts by less than that, so we know we are
right up there. It’s a matter of getting on the
water now, which we anticipate wiE happen
late this week.
“Most crucial is that we can practice our
technique for setting the boat (keeping the
boat on its keel when we race) and being able
to row at a high base stroke rate, between
37 and 39. This year wEl be the first year in
varsity men’s history that we make a name
for ourselves in the league.”
The Bates Women had a more difficult
weekend, beginning with several mishaps at
the practice session on the Charles River on
Saturday. During the practice, an accident
led to boat damage, causing the team to have
to shift line-ups and change equipment for
their race on Sunday. Despite the changes,
at the 750-Meter mark of the race, Bates was
in a tight battle for second, trading Univer¬
sity of Rhode Island (Division I). The boat
then caught a crab, dropping them out of
contention for second. The crew was able to
recover, however, and finish only eleven sec¬
onds behind the eventual second place team,
Hamilton CoEege.
The Women’s Second Varsity had a strong
race, finishing second to eventual winner
University of Rhode Island by only 6 seconds
with a time of 7:16.51.

By MATT GAGNE

Staff Writer
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Women’s Lacrosse

Men’s Lacrosse

Bates 11, Conn. College 8 (4/7)

Bates 9, Colby 9 (4/4)

Bates
Conn. College

1
5
4

2 F
6-11
4-9

Bates
Colby

Goals: Bates, Erin Flynn 3, Liz Lawler 2, Jen
Sail 2, Becky Castle, Catherine Crosby, Leora
Seri, Kathrene Tiffany. CC, Catherine Clark
2, Justine Baruch 2, Emily Stieff 2, Laura
Highmark, Lauren Luciano.
Assists: Bates, Sail 3, Crosby, Lawler, Tiffany.
CC, Highmark.
Goalies: Bates, Liz Coulson, 60 Min, 13 SV,
GA. CC, Elayna Zachko, 60 Min, 9 SV, 11GA.

Colby 15, Bates 12 (4/4)
Colby (1-3,1-3 NESCAC) 7
Bates (6-2,2-2 NESCAC) 5

8
7

15
12

Goals. Bates - Carrie Samith 2, Erin Flynn 5,
Jen Sail 2, Liz Lawler, Catherine Crosby,
Kathrene Tiffany
Colby - Allyson King 4, Angela Pappas 3,
Amanda Epstein 2, Katherine Wheeler 2,
Lauren Gremelspacher 2, Marcia Ingraham
2
Assists: Bates - Becky Castle 2, Lawler 2,
Smith, Crosby, Tiffany
Colby - Pappas 2, Ingraham 2, Whitney
Pierce, Rubin MacColl
Goalies: Bates - Liz Coulson, 60 Min, 9 SV, 15
GA.
Colby - Anna Scieberl Scherr, 60 Min, 7 SV,
12 GA.

Bates 18, Babson 6 (4/8)
Bates (8-2)
11
Babson (2-4) 3

7
3

—
—

Goals: Bates, Jack Sandler 4, Aaron Sells 2,
Dave Frederick, Patrick Gaughan, Brad
Frost. Colby, Bill Getty 5, Blake Grosh,
Jemison Foster, Cleaver.
Assists: Bates, Frederick 2, Sells, Frost.
Colby, Barron Butler 2, Chris Larson, Bill
Spencer, Mike Haimes, Ryan Glennon, Fos¬
ter.
Goalies: Bates, Mark Dobbyn 60 Min, 15 SV,
8 GA. Colby, Ben Park, 60 Min, 16 SV, 9 GA.
Team Stats
Shots: Bates, 37-35
Faceoffs: 10-10
Penalties: Bates, 3-2:00. Colby, 1-1:00.
EMO: Bates, 0-1. Colby, 1-3

Bates3, Conn. College 8 (4/7)
Bates
Conn.

Assists: Bates - Sail 2, Bafford 2, Smith,
Crosby, Desiderio
Babson - Laura Hayes
Goalies: Bates - Liz Coulson, 30 Min, 2 SV, 3
GA. Lindsey MacFarlane, 30 Min, 5 SV, 3 GA
Babson - Abby Howe, 60 Min, 14 SV, 18 GA.

Men’s Track

1 2 3 4 F
3 113-8
2 0 0 1-3

Goals: Bates, Jeff Critchlow 3. CC, Tim Boyd
3, Kevin Burke 3, Nick Marwell, Kevin Bean.
Assists: Bates, Patrick Gaughan. CC, Rob
Travieso 3, Matt Rousseau, Jay Kasparian,
Boyd.
Goalies: Mark Dobbyn, 60 Min, 13 SV, 8 GA.
CC, Tyler Volpe, 60 Min, 10 SV, 3 GA.
Team Stats
Shots: Bates, 20-19
Faceoffs: Bates, 11-4
Penalties: Bates, 3-2:00. CC, 2-1:00
EMO: Bates, 0-2. CC, 0-3

18
6

Goals: Bates - Erin Flynn 3, Carrie Smith 3,
Catherine Crosby 3, Jen Sail 2, Lori Jessup
2, Lauren Desiderio 2, Staei Bafford, Satnara
Khalique, Megan Hallan
Babson - Ashely Andre 3, Eleni Comuntzis 2,
Courtney Julian

1 2 3 4
F
2 2 0 5 -9
2 2 3 1 -8

Men’s Tennis ■

Baseball
Trinity 19, Bates 0 (4/7)
Trinity 19, Bates 1
GAME ONE
Trinity(16-1)
Bates (0-9)

1 2 3 456 7
R H E
2482012 - 19 22 0
0000000 - 0 1 4

Singles
1. Colin Joyner (Bowdoin) def. Alex
Macdonald (Bates) 4-6, 7-5, 7-6 (4)
2. Greg Norton (Bates) def. August Felker
(Bowdoin) 6-4,6-2
3. Nick Maclean (Bowdoin) def. Milko
Todorov (Bates) 6-3, 7-5
4. Evan Klein (Bowdoin) def. Dave Meyer
(Bates) 6-4, 6-2
5. Ben Lamanna (Bates) def. Patrick Soong
(Bowdoin) 6-4, 3-6, 6-1
6. Andy Miness (Bowdoin) def. Brett Carty
6-2,5-7,2-4 (ret.)

HR: T, Kurt Piantek 2 (4), Andrew Friemuth
(5)
GAME TWO
Trinity (17-1)
Bates (0-10)

123456789
RHE
054 420040 - 19 24 1
100 000000 - 1 30

Batteries: B, Shawn Kingman, Adam Waite
(3), Chris Gwozdz (4), Ben Megrian (6) and
Ben Donaldson, Matt Peterson (7).
T, Jack Richardson, Justin Olewnik (7) and
Robert Dolliver, Carlos Resto (9).
W: Richardson (4-0). L: Kingman (0-3)
HR: T, Kurt Piantek (5), Tom Osuch (1)

Tufts 4, Bates 3 (3/31)
Tufts 6, Bates 2 (9 innings)
Game One
1234567 RHE
Bates (0,7)
0 0 0 111 0-354
Tufts (3-5-1)
200 002x - 411
Batteries: B, Ryan Weaver and Ben
Donaldson
T, Jon Lee and Joe Surprenant.
W: Lee (2-0). L: (0-2).
HR: B, Ben Bines 2 (2). T, Todd Boutwell (2).

Bates (0-8)
Tufts (4-5-1)

123456789
RHE
001010000 - 262
100041 000 - 6 13 1

Batteries: B, Shawn Kingman, Kevin Walsh
(5), Ben Megrian (8) and Ben Donaldson. T,
Steve Lapham and Joe Surprenant
W: Lapham (1-2). L: Kingman(0-2).
2B: B, Rob Maguire; T, Todd Boutwell, Dan
Callahan.
HR: T, Evan Zupancic (2), Dan Callahan (2).

Doubles

Springfield Invitational (4/8)
Winners:
100 Meter Dash: Erik Zwick, Bates, 11.23
200 Meter Dash: Erik Zwick, Bates, 22.14
400 Meter Dash: Adam Barrer, Tufts, 50.48
800 Meter Run: Ben Harwood, Springfield,
1:58.25
5,000 Meter Run: David Patterson, Tufts,
15:33.04
10,000 Meter Run: J.R. Cruz, Tufts, 32:18.70
110 Meter High Hurdles: Adam Hughes,
Springfield, 15.03
400 Intermediate Hurdles: Greg Devine,
Tufts, 54.28
4x100 Meter Relay: Bates, 43.72
4x400 Meter Relay: Springfield, 3:26.83
High Jump: Ethan Brown, Springfield, 6-4
Long Jump: Jason Aguda, Springfield, 22-1.5
Triple Jump: Pat Taylor, Tufts, 43-10.75
Pole Vault: Steve Ryder, Springfield, 14-5.25
Hammer Throw: Jaime Sawler, Bates, 180-8
Shot Put: Brendan Mahoney, Springfield, 460.75
Discus: Joe Dibattista, Springfield, 139-1
Javelin: Vinnie Ferrecchia, Westfield State,
182-9
Statistics compiled from the Bates Sports
Information Site, located at
www.bates.edu/sports

1. Joyner/Felker def. Norton/Macdonald 8-6
2. Maclean/Eric Holmes def. Lamanna/Chris
Danforth 9-7
3. Todorov/Meyer def. Soong/Miness 8-4.

Bates 7, Coast Guard 0 (3/31)
Singles

Tufts 7, Bates 1 (4/7)
Tufts 5, Bates 1
Game One
Bates
Tufts

Erin Flynn

Erin MullivJThe Bates Student

Erin Flynn is the Bobcat of the Week for
this issue of The Bates Student.
Over the weekend, senior tri-captain, Erin
Flynn recorded the 100th goal of her career,
as her team won their 7th game of the year,
and third in NESCAC play. In the game
against 18th ranked, Connecticut College, the
Newton, New Jersey native scored a game
high three goals in route to a nll-8 victory
for the 20th ranked Bobcats.
This accomplishment came a week and a
half after Flynn scored her 100th career point
in a game against the University of South¬
ern Maine. In the game, Flynn knotched an¬
other hatrick, but her 100th career point
came on her sole assist of the game, which
was dominated by the women who defeated
USM 22-3.
Flynn has been a catalyst in the women’s
turnaround season which has already fea¬
tured more wins than any team since the
1995 team which made it to the ECAC semi¬
finals. She currently has 29 points.

Tuesday: Men’s Lax vs. Bowdoin 3 p.m;
Women’s Lax vs. Gordon 7 p.m.
Wednesday: Baseball vs. Thomas (DH) 2:30
p.m.
Thursday: Women’s Lax vs. Bowdoin 4 p.m.
Saturday: Women’s Tennis vs. Mt. Holyoke 9
a.m.
Sunday Women’s Lax vs. Tufts 2p.m.

Bates 5, Wesleyan 2 (3/31)
Bates 6, Wesleyan 0
Game 1

123 456
000 010
204 010

7
0
x

RHE
1 4 3
7 8 0

1. Alex Macdonald (Bates) def. Scott Korljan
(USCGA) 6-3, 6-2
2. Greg Norton (Bates) def. Chip Howard
(USCGA) 6-4, 6-2
3. Milko Todorov (Bates) def. Dan Huelsman
(USCGA) 6-2,6-3
4. Dave Meyer (Bates) def. Bob Gomez
(USCGA) 6-2, 6-2
5. Ben Lamanna (Bates) def. J.D. Boesch
(USCGA) 6-1, 6-1
6. Jeff Grom (Bates) Jared Silverman
(USCGA) 6-1, 6-0

Batteries: Bates - Ginger Walsh and Cami
Dyson
Tufts - Jodie Moreau and Lis Drake
Winning Pitcher: Moreau (5-3); Losing
Pitcher: Walsh (1-6)
HR: Tuts - Tiffany Trahan (2), Randee
McArdle (1), Jenica Spogen (1)

Doubles

Batteries: Bates - Krissie Whiting and Brooke
Tardiff
Tufts - Rachel Brecher and Lis Drake
Winning Pitcher: Brecher (3-3); Losing
Pitcher: Whiting (3-3)
2B: Bates - Laura Lent; Tufts - Randee
McArdle
HR: Tufts - Tiffany Trahan (3)

1. Norton/Macdonald def. Korljan/Howard 85
2. Lamanna/Danforth def. Gomez/Huelsman
8-4
3. Todorov/Meyer def. Boesch/Silverman 8-3

Bobcat Of
The Week

Batteries: B, Ryan Weaver, Billy Karz (3),
Adam Waite (6), Chris Gwozdz (7), and Ben
Donaldson.
T, Jarret Bayliss and Tony O’Shaughnessy.
W: Bayliss (5-0). L: Weaver (0-3).

Game Two

Bowdoin 5, Bates 2 (3/31)

23

Game Two
123
Bates
100
Tufts
301

456 7
000 0
100 x

RHE
161
581

123
Bates
000
Wesleyan 010

456 7 RHE
203 0 58 0
001 0 2 7 4

Batteries: Bates - Ginger Walsh, Vicki Clark,
and Brooke Tardiff
Wesleyan - Lindsay Wasserman, Rachel
Miller, and Lindsay Butler
Winning Pitcher: Walsh (2-5); Losing Pitcher:
Wasserman (4-8)
2B: Bates - Cami Dyson, Sarah Levine
Multiple Hitters: Bates - Dyson (2); Wesleyan
- Rose Ferrari (2), Kate Marciniec (2)
Game 2
123 456 7 RHE
Bates
300 000 3 6 7 1
Wesleyan 000 000 0 0 13
Batteries: Bates - Krissie Whiting and Cami
Dyson
Wesleyan - Rachel Miller Lindsay
Wasserman (7) and Lindsay Butler
Winning Pitcher: Whiting (4-2); Losing
Pitcher: Miller (0-1)
Multiple Hitters: Bates - Lent (3)

Congratulations to the
Bobcat
of the
Week:
Erin Flynn
Women’s Lacrosse
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Men’s Lax split contests with Colby
and Connecticut College.
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experience last weekend.
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Softball dropped two contests at
Tufts this past Saturday.
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Erin Flynn, W. Lax Continue To Roll
Senior notches her 100th career point against USM and her 100th goal against Conn. College
game winner came from sophomore Liz
Lawler, who took a feed from rookie
Catherine Crosby to give Bates a 10-9 lead
they would never relinquish. For the game,
Flynn registered four goals from her attack
position, while Sail and Lawler each finished
with three apiece. Rookies Crosby, Lori
Jessup, and Becky Castle had one goal
apiece, and Sal] added two assists.
Coach Wynn Hohlt was thrilled with the
comeback performance against Trinity, not¬
ing the “tremendous heart” of the team and
how “everything came together - the way we
did it, with Erin sparking the attack, Liz
[Lawler] scoring three of the last four goals,
and great team defense."
She added that in the second half “Trin¬
ity had no chance” to keep up with the Bob¬
cat attack. Flynn shared Coach Hohlt’s en¬
thusiasm, commenting, “The game against
Trinity last week is one that I will carry with
me for along time - it was especially gratify¬
ing given the trouble we’ve had beating Trin¬
ity during my time at Bates.”
The win was Bates’ first over Trinity since
1994, and the Bobcats first NESCAC win un¬
der head Coach Hohlt. The Bantams handily
defeated the Bobcats last year, 17-4.
Next up on the schedule was NESCAC foe
Wesleyan, a game in which Bates hung on
for a 10-9 victory. In her second career start,
junior Coulson made 10 saves. Flynn again
came up big for Bates in the second half, scor¬
ing all three of her goals, including an incred¬
ible drive to the net in which she scored while
being pushed into the crease. First-year at¬
tacker Jessup, wearing a sporty pair of new
gloves, along with defenders Lizzie Anson
and Lindsay Harvey, did a excellent job pre¬
serving the win with their defense, coming
up with important ground balls as Bates held

By MIKE LOPEZ

Staff Writer
The 2001 edition of the Bobcat women’s
lacrosse team continued its impressive play
during the past two weeks. Raising their
record to 8-2, the team won four of their six
games in the past two weeks.
Bates defeated Trinity 13-9, Wesleyan 109, Connecticut College 11-8, and Babson 186. Bates also lost a close one to rival Colby,
15-12, and to a powerful Williams squad, 18-

6.
Perhaps the most impressive Bobcat per¬
former of the past two weeks has been se¬
nior tri-Captain Erin Flynn, who recently
scored her 100th goal in the Connecticut Col¬
lege victory. Flynn’s steady play and offen¬
sive pressure were crucial in the tight
NESCAC games of the past two weeks. Re¬
cording hat tricks in both of the wins over
Conn College and Babson, Flynn has 29 to¬
tal points for the year.
Tuesday, March 27, the Bobcats hosted
Southern Maine, who proved to be no match
for the Bates squad, which at one point
scored 12 unanswered goals en-route to a 223 victory. Multiple scorers included Jenn Sail
(4) Flynn (3), Carrie Smith (3), Stacie Bafford
(3), Lori Jessup (2), and Liz Lawler (2).
Lauren Desiderio led Bates with three as¬
sists. Goalies Lindsay Macfarlane and Liz
Coulson combined for the win over USM.
The Bobcat’s most impressive perfor¬
mance came in the second half against a rug¬
ged and talented Trinity squad. On the road
and facing an early 5-0 deficit, the Bobcats
responded with a vengance. Just eight min¬
utes into the second half, the Bobcats had
scored five of the first six goals of the half,
taking an 9-8 lead on an unassisted goal by
senior co-captain Jen Sail. The eventual

Erin Flynn is leading a powerful women’s lax team this season.
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Continued on page 20

Survive This Zwick Wins Twice In First Meet Women’s Track
Takes Third
By ANDY STANTON

Sports Columnist

-O'"

Survivor: The Australian Outback is
dominating the TV ratings, eclipsing
“Friends” on Thursday nights. America is
fascinated with this reality-based show
where a contestant is voted off by their
fellow competitors each week, until one
individual earns one million dollars.
Audition tapes for the next Survivor
competition are due on Friday, so don’t
wait! But you had better get some good
material to impress the CBS executives,
because the competition is stiff. Since all
of you are going to be up against the odds,
I would like to take this opportunity to let
you in on some of the tactics others have
taken. Gathering this information took
extensive and highly covert research; it
wasn’t easy. So use this knowledge wisely,
and good luck on your quest to become one
of the next “Survivors.”
The first audition tape I encountered
came from Washington, D.C. The contes¬
tant, who will be known here only as
“POTUS”, submitted a very interesting
tape. He first took the viewer through a
typical day at the office, where his subor¬
dinates made all of the decisions, which

Continued on page 20

By AMANDA BECK

Assistant Sports Editor

Last Saturday, the Men’s Track team com¬
peted in the Springfield Invitational, the
opening meet of the 2001 Outdoor Track sea¬
son. Bates took third place among the five
teams at the meet with 134 points, behind
Springfield with 228 and Tufts with 142. Se¬
nior co-captain and sprinter Erik Zwick
placed first in the 100 Meter Dash with a time
of 11.23 seconds and was also victorious in
the 200 Meter dash with a time of 22.14 sec¬
onds, making him the top sprinter of the
meet.
“The team performed well in our outdoor
debut despite the absence of several key
members,” said Zwick, “There were many
strong performances and personal bests
which hint towards great things to come.”
Junior thrower Jaime Sawler, the only
other Bobcat to win an event at the meet,
placed first in the hammer throw with a dis¬
tance of 180 feet, 8 inches. This mark met
the NCAA Division III Championship Quali¬
fying Mark for the event (171 feet, 3 inches)
and only missed the Automatic Qualifying
Mark in the event by 5 inches.
“The throwers were dominant as usual as
they contributed a large number of points to
the total team score,” added Zwick.
The throwers were an integral part of the

Bobcats’ third-place finish in Saturday’s
meet. Sawler racked up points in the ham¬
mer throw, the discus, (where he placed
fourth) and the shot put (where he took sec¬
ond place). Junior Greg Hurley scored in
three events as well, taking third in the ham¬
mer throw, fifth in the discus and third in the
javelin.
“I thought the meet went real well for the
first outdoor meet, especially since we had
not gone outside yet this year,” said Hurley.
“A lot of guys performed real well, and I think
if we can keep this momentum going, then
we're going to be a strong team by the time
the chamionship meets roll around.”
Teammate, junior Jesse Carney scored in
two events for the Bobcats, taking sixth in
the hammer throw and second in the discus.
“Considering this meet was the first
chance for many of us to get outside in our
events I think it went quite well,” said Carney,
“As far as scoring goes we are a very bal¬
anced team with everyone contributing and
really stepping up to the challenge when we
need a few extra points here and there.”
The Bates 4x100 relay team was also vic¬
torious on the day, taking first place in the
event with a time of 43.72 seconds. “Although
we all would have hoped to place a little bit
higher in this meet, by the time the Champi¬
onship Meets roll around, we’ll be one of the
teams to be if not the team to beat,” said
Carney.

By PAUL ZINN

Sports Editor
Led by a first-place finish in the 5000-meter
run from sophomore Abby Anthony, the women’s
outdoor track and field team took third out of 14
teams in the Rhode Island College Invitational
this past weekend.
On the heels of a strong winter season that
saw Anthony qualify for the NCAA Champion¬
ships, the sohpomore won the event with a time
of 18:30.48. That time qualifies her for Open New
England’s later this season.
As a team, the Bobcats took third with 72points, well behind Colby who finished first with
222 points. Host R.I.C took fourth with 64 points.
“(The team performed) really great,” com¬
mented coach Carolyn Court. “It wasn’t perfect
conditions. There was wind, and they handled
the conditions really well.”
Bates’ opening meet at Colby was cancelled,
making this past weekend’s event the Bobcats’
first test.
Many other Bobcats placed in the meet and a
few recorded personal bests. The Open New En¬
gland meet is the toughest to qualify for, with the
ECAC’s, the New England Division III Champi-

Continued on page 20

